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LOCAL RIGIDITY OF PARABOLIC ALGEBRAIC
ACTIONS
ZHENQI JENNY WANG1
Abstract. We show C∞ local rigidity for a broad class of abelian
unipotent algebraic actions on homogeneous spaces of semisimple Lie
groups. The method of proof is a combination of KAM type iteration
scheme and representation theory. This is the first time in literature
(strong) local rigidity for parabolic actions is addressed.
1. Introduction
1.1. Abelian algebraic actions. Let G be a connected Lie group, A ⊆ G a
closed abelian subgroup which is isomorphic to Zk×Rℓ, and Γ a (cocompact)
torsion free lattice in G. Then A acts by left translation on the compact
space X = G/Γ, which is called an algebraic A-action and is denoted by
αA. αA is higher-rank if k + ℓ ≥ 2. The linear part ρ of αA is induced by
the adjoint representation of A on Lie(G).
• αA is hyperbolic if 0-Lyapunov functionals of ρ only appear inside
the orbit distribution;
• αA is partially hyperbolic if ρ has non-zero Lyapunov functionals; and
the 0-Lyapunov distributions appear outside the orbit distribution;
• αA is parabolic if all Lyapunov functionals if ρ are 0; and ρ is not
semisimple over C.
1.2. Rigidity of actions and related notions. Let Actr(A,X ) be the
space of A actions by diffeomorphisms of class Cr of a compact manifold X .
If A is a connected Lie group, the Cr topology in Actr(A,X ) is induced by
the Cr topology on vector fields which generate the action of the Lie algebra
of A. In this paper, we only consider continuous Lie groups actions of Rk.
We say that αA is (strong) C
∞,ℓ0,∞ locally rigid, i.e., for any C∞ pertur-
bation A-action α˜ which is sufficiently Cℓ0 close to αA, there is h ∈ Diff∞(X )
such that for any x ∈ X and a ∈ A we have
h(α˜(a, x)) = αA(i(a), h(x)),
where i is an automorphism of A.
1 Based on research supported by NSF grants DMS-1700837 and DMS-1845416.
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A weaker notion is weak local rigidity : for a parameter family of suffi-
ciently small perturbations of the action, satisfying certain transversality
conditions, there exists a parameter for which the perturbation is smoothly
conjugate to the action up to an automorphism of the acting group.
1.3. History of the rigidity problem for algebraic actions. Significant
progress has been made over the past decades in the study of C∞ local rigid-
ity for higher rank actions. For algebraic Anosov actions the problem was
successfully resolved in the mid-1990s [8]. This is in contrast to the rank-one
situation, where C∞ is most likely impossible for a hyperbolic action by Z
or R. Local rigidity for partially hyperbolic algebraic actions has since been
extensively studied; some of the highlights are [1], [6], [5], [4], [40], [41], [38],
[39]. Similar questions to parabolic actions are substantially more difficult
and, despite some progress much less is known about them. Generally, par-
abolic actions are not even locally rigid among algebraic perturbations (for
this case the weak local rigidity is optimal); even if the action is algebraically
stable, the theories and tools developed so far are hard to apply. This is
because the geometric subtlety of parabolic actions: people may expect at
best polynomial growth along orbits, while for (partially) hyperbolic actions,
most orbits grow exponentially. As a result, in those situations there are no
stable manifolds altogether and hence geometric considerations cannot even
get started.
One potential method to treat parabolic actions is KAM-type iteration
scheme, which was first introduced by D. Damjanovic´ and A. Katok in [5] to
prove C∞ local rigidity for higher rank partially hyperbolic automorphisms
on torus. They further modified the scheme in [7] so that it provides a
general scheme obtaining local rigidity for algebraic actions. For example,
C∞ weak local rigidity for parabolic actions on Heisenberg nilmanifolds [31];
and C∞ local rigidity for rank one partially hyperbolic actions on symmetric
spaces [44] are proved by using this scheme.
However, the method looked very problematic to treat parabolic actions,
even to the most basic semisimple situation SL(2,R) × SL(2,R). More
precisely, the essential ingredients in the scheme are:
(i) classification of obstructions to solving the cohomological equations
over the action and obtaining tame estimates (finite loss of Sobolev
regularity) of the solutions;
(ii) construction of an approximation of an almost coboundary by a
coboundary based on the information from the previous step. It
is required that: (∗) the Sobolev norms of the approximation are
quadratically small with respect to those of the error in each itera-
tive step.
In the above mentioned papers, the method was applicable because the
order of the obstructions to solving the cohomological equations over the
algebraic action is uniformly bounded. However, in general this property
fails for parabolic actions of semisimple types, which leads to a dilemma:
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if the approximation enjoys high regularity then it fails to satisfy (∗); or it
satisfies (∗) but with very low regularity.
Another difficulty with this scheme was that it needs the representation
theory of G. We note that the unitary dual of many higher rank semi-simple
algebraic groups is not completely classified, and even when the classification
is known, it is not easy to apply. In addition, the scheme was quite case
sensitive. Probably, specific information from representation theory would
be needed that may be available for some semisimple Lie groups and not for
others. For example, in [44] it is required that G is made up by semidirects of
SL(2,R)⋉R2 and SL(2,R)×R; and the unipotents sit in special positions.
As a result, the method in [44] can’t be used to treat abelian actions.
1.4. Result of the paper. The main result of this paper presents C∞
local rigidity for a large class of abelian higher-rank parabolic actions of
semisimple types.
Let G denote a higher-rank semisimple Lie group with finite center with-
out compact factors satisfying: G = G1 × · · · × Gk, where G1 is a R-split
real simple Lie group. Γ is a cocompact irreducible lattice of G. For any
subgroup A of G we use αA to denote the the action of A by left translations
on X = G/Γ.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose G = G1 is of the following types: SL(n,R), SO(n, n),
SO(n, n + 1), Sp(n,R), n ≥ 6. Let A be a maximal abelian subgroup of G.
Then there is ℓ0 ∈ N such that the action αA is C∞,ℓ0,∞ locally rigid.
We define two sets of groups. Set I contains complex simple Lie groups of
the following types: An, n ≥ 3; Bn, Dn, n ≥ 5; Cn, n ≥ 3; E6, E7, E8, F4,
B3. Set II contains the R-split real simple Lie groups of the types in Set I.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose G 6= G1. Suppose G1 is from set II, and Gi, i ≥ 2
is either from set I or set II. Let Ai be a maximal abelian subgroup of Gi,
i ≥ 1. Set A = A1×A2× · · · ×Ak. There is ℓ0 ∈ N such that the action αA
is C∞,ℓ0,∞ locally rigid.
Remark 1.3. Since any maximal abelian subgroup in Gi, i ≥ 1 is unique
(up to automorphisms), and is unipotent [18], the actions in both theorems
are parabolic actions.
The conditions of the above theorems on the indices are given to ensure
that the group A is geometrically stable: it is locally rigid among algebraic
perturbations.
1.5. Comments on the results of the paper. From the construction of
the splitting (see Theorem 7.1) we see that local rigidity for many interesting
examples can be obtained by method of the current paper. We use Φ1 to
denote the set of roots of G1 and uφ to denote the root space of φ, φ ∈ Φ1.
We suppose G1 is a split real simple Lie group not of type G2. (In fact we
can extend the result to G1 of type of G2 and v1 of short root after minor
modifications.)
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If G 6= G1: Suppose v1 ∈ uφ, φ is not a short root and v2 ∈ Lie(G2×· · ·×
Gn), where v2 is not compact. Let S be the subgroup generated by u and v.
If G = G1: Suppose vi ∈ uφi , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 commute and embed in a
subgroup isomorphic to SL(2,R)×SL(2,R)×SL(2,R). Also suppose φ1 is
not a short root. Let S be the subgroup generated by vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.
If S ⊂ A and A has no compact subgroups, we should expect local rigidity
(maybe weak if A is not geometrically stable) for αA. Next, we list several
interesting examples.
Example 1. Suppose G = SL(2,R)×SL(2, k1) · · ·×SL(2, kn), where ki = R
or C. Let A be a Rm, m ≤ 1 + n, action of upper unipotents. Then αA is
weakly locally rigid.
Hence we give an affirmative answer to the question in [7]. Next, we
consider rank-one partially hyperbolic actions. We use Φ to denote the set
of roots of G. Suppose X is in a R-split Cartan subalgebra of G2×Gn. We
say that X is regular of G2 ×Gn if φ(X) 6= 0 for each φ ∈ Φ\Φ1. Let K be
the maximal compact subgroup of G2 × Gn commuting with X. Let x be
the one-parameter subgroup generated by X.
Example 2. Let M = K\G/Γ and A = A1 × x, where A1 is a maximal
abelian subgroup of G1. Then αA is locally rigid on M .
We can also consider non-abelian actions. Suppose for some X ∈ Lie(G)
it has the Iwasawa decomposition
X = k+ x+ n
for 3 commuting elements, where k is compact, x 6= 0 is in a R-split Cartan
algebra, n is nilpotent. We consider the eigenspace decomposition of adx:
Lie(G) =
∑
µ∈∆(x)
gµ.
Example 3. Suppose there is µ ∈ ∆(x) such that v1, v2 ∈ gµ (resp. v1, v2, v3 ∈
gµ) and dim gµ = 2 (resp. dim gµ = 3). Set A = x⋉ S. Then αA is locally
rigid.
1.6. Method of the paper. The method of proof is a combination of KAM
type iteration scheme and representation theory. As mentioned above, the
main technical problem which we face is showing the existence of an approx-
imation with high Sobolev regularity satisfying (∗). One main innovation
here is a construction of a particular approximation which is only L2 but
enjoys smoothness along enough many directions. The main technical diffi-
culty lies in the fact that we need the almost coboundaries possess certain
properties such that the resulted L2 approximation induces a good smooth
approximation. We develop the smoothing technique of [44] by introduc-
ing a new class of smoothing operators, which allow us to treat parabolic
situations of considerably greater generality. These smoothing operators
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serve for two purposes: firstly, under the actions of these smoothing opera-
tors, the Sobolev norm increasing speed of the almost coboundaries becomes
manageable; secondly, these smoothing operators provide a bonafide smooth
approximation from an approximation that is only L2. These results and
technique are of independent interest and have wide applicability.
2. Preliminaries on unitary representation theory
2.1. Sobolev space and elliptic regularity theorem. Let π be a unitary
representation of a Lie group G with Lie algebra G on a Hilbert space
H = H(π). Fix an inner product | · | on G = Lie(G). Let G1 be the set of
unit vectors in G.
Definition 2.1. For k ∈ N, Hk(π) consists of all v ∈ H(π) such that the
H-valued function g → π(g)v is of class Ck (H0 = H). For X ∈ G, dπ(X)
denotes the infinitesimal generator of the one-parameter group of operators
t→ π(exp tX), which acts on H as an essentially skew-adjoint operator. For
any v ∈ H, we also write Xv := dπ(X)v.
We shall call Hk = Hk(π) the space of k-times differentiable vectors for
π or the Sobolev space of order k. The following basic properties of these
spaces can be found, e.g., in [26] and [27]:
(1) Hk = ⋂m≤kD(dπ(Yj1) · · · dπ(Yjm)), where {Yj} is a basis for G, and
D(T ) denotes the domain of an operator on H.
(2) Hk is a Hilbert space, relative to the inner product
〈v1, v2〉G,k : =
∑
1≤m≤k
〈Yj1 · · · Yjmv1, Yj1 · · ·Yjmv2〉+ 〈v1, v2〉
(3) The spacesHk coincide with the completion of the subspaceH∞ ⊂ H
of infinitely differentiable vectors with respect to the norm
‖v‖G,k =
¶
‖v‖2 +
∑
1≤m≤k
‖Yj1 · · · Yjmv‖2
© 1
2 .
induced by the inner product in (2). The subspace H∞ coincides
with the intersection of the spaces Hk for all k ≥ 0.
(4) H−k, defined as the Hilbert space duals of the spaces Hk, are sub-
spaces of the space E(H) of distributions, defined as the dual space
of H∞.
We write ‖v‖k := ‖v‖G,k and 〈v1, v2〉k := 〈v1, v2〉G,k if there is no confusion.
Otherwise, we use subscripts to emphasize that the regularity is measured
with respect to G. If we want to consider the restricted representation on
a subgroup S of G we use HkS to denote the Sobolev space of order k with
respect to S.
For any u1, u2, · · · ∈ Hk set ‖u1, u2, · · ·‖k = max{‖u1‖k, ‖u2‖k, · · · }. For
any set O ⊂ Rn, ‖·‖(Cr ,O) stands for Cr norm for functions having con-
tinuous derivatives up to order r on O. We also write ‖·‖Cr if there is no
confusion.
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We list the well-known elliptic regularity theorem which will be frequently
used in this paper (see [29, Chapter I, Corollary 6.5 and 6.6]):
Theorem 2.2. Fix a basis {Yj} for G and set L2m =∑Y 2mj , m ∈ N. Then
‖v‖2m ≤ Cm(‖L2mv‖+ ‖v‖), ∀m ∈ N
where Cm is a constant only dependent on m and {Yj}.
2.2. Extended representation and linear operators. The adjoint rep-
resentation of G is isomorphic to a subset of dim(G)×dim(G) matrices. Let
G(H) denote the set of (dim(G)×1) matrices with entries from H. Then the
adjoint representation of G has a natural action on G(H). For any ξ ∈ G(H),
we can write ξ = (ξ1, · · · , ξdim(g)). Then the unitary representation π has a
natural extension π¯ on G(H) by acting on each coordinate:
π¯(ξ) =
Ä
π(ξ1), · · · , π(ξdim(G))
ä
.
Similarly, any linear operator T : H → H has a natural extension T¯ on
G(H):
T¯ (ξ) =
Ä
T (ξ1), · · · ,T (ξdim(G))
ä
.
We will still write π or T instead of π¯ or T¯ if there is no confusion. We say
that ξ ∈ G(H)s, if ξi ∈ Hs, 1 ≤ i ≤ dim(G). Set
‖ξ‖s = ‖ξ1, · · · , ξdim(g)‖s
For any subgroup S of G, ξ ∈ G(H)sS and ‖ξ‖S,s are defined similarly.
2.3. Direct decompositions of Sobolev space. For any Lie group G of
type I, there is a decomposition of π into a direct integral
π =
∫
Z
πzdµ(z)
of irreducible unitary representations for some measure space (Z, µ) (we refer
to [46, Chapter 2.3] or [24] for more detailed account for the direct integral
theory). All the operators in the enveloping algebra are decomposable with
respect to the direct integral decomposition. Hence there exists for all s ∈ R
an induced direct decomposition of the Sobolev spaces
Hs =
∫
Z
Hszdµ(z)
with respect to the measure dµ(z).
The existence of the direct integral decompositions allows us to reduce our
analysis of the cohomological equation to irreducible unitary representations.
This point of view is essential for our purposes.
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2.4. Useful results. We review several important results which will serve
as ready references later. Suppose G denotes a semisimple Lie group of non-
compact type with finite center and Γ is an irreducible lattice of G. The
following result is quoted from [21], which is derived from [9], [22] and [30].
Theorem 2.3. Suppose G = P1 × · · · × Pk where Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k is a simple
factor of G. Then the restriction of L20(G/Γ), the subspace of L
2(G/Γ)
orthogonal to constants, to each Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k has a spectral gap (outside a
fixed neighborhood of the trivial representation of Pi in the Fell topology).
The next result provides global estimates for the solution of the extended
regular representations, see [44].
Theorem 2.4. Suppose v ∈ G1 is nilpotent. If Γ is a cocompact irreducible
lattice and H = L20(G/Γ), then there are constants λ, λ1 > 0 dependent only
on G and Γ such that if f ∈ G(H)s, s ≥ λ1 satisfies the cohomological
equation (v + adv)f = g, then
‖f‖t ≤ Ct‖g‖λt+λ1 , t ≤ s− λ1λ .
At the end of the section, we recall the Howe-Moore theorem [14]: if G is
a sesimple Lie group with finite center and π is a unitary representation of
G such that the restriction of π to any simple factor of G has a spectral gap.
The for any closed non-compact subgroup M of G, π has no M -invariant
vector.
3. Preparatory steps and notations
3.1. Basic notations and subgroups. We will use notations from this
section throughout subsequent sections. So the reader should consult this
section if an unfamiliar symbol appears.
In this paper, G denotes a higher-rank semisimple Lie group with finite
center without compact factors satisfying: G = G1×· · ·×Gk, where G1 is a
split real group for a complex simple Lie group. Γ is a cocompact irreducible
lattice of G. For any subgroup A of G we use αA to denote the the action
of A by left translations on X = G/Γ.
In what follows, C will denote any constant that depends only on the
given group G, the manifolds X and the action A. Cx,y,z,··· will denote any
constant that in addition to the above depends also on parameters x, y, z, · · · .
Set L20(G/Γ) to the subspace of L
2(G/Γ) orthogonal to constants. We use
(π,O) to denote the regular representation of L20(G/Γ).
We use g (resp. g1) denote the Lie algebra of G (resp. G1). Fix an inner
product on g. Let g1 be the set of unit vectors in g. We use Φ (resp. Φ1)
to denote the set of roots of G (resp. G1) and uφ to denote the root space
of φ ∈ Φ. We note that each uφ is a k-one dimensional space, k = R or C.
If G1 is not of Cn: Let G1 denote the subgroup of G1 generated by the
root groups of uL1−L2 and uL2−L1 inside G1, which is isomorphic to SL(2,R).
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We use X, U, V where U ∈ uL1−L2 and V ∈ uL2−L1 to denote the basis of
G1 as in (4.1).
If G1 is of Cn: Let G1 denote the subgroup of G1 generated by the root
groups of u2L1 and u−2L1 inside G1, which is isomorphic to SL(2,R). We
use X, U, V where U ∈ u2L1 and V ∈ u−2L1 to denote the basis of G1 as in
(4.1).
We use G′1 to denote the subgroup with Lie algebra X and U . Set Θ =
U−V . Let g⊥1 = {v ∈ g : [v, U ] = 0, [v, V ] = 0} and let G⊥1 be the connected
subgroup with Lie algebra g⊥1 . It is clear that G2 × · · · × Gk is a subgroup
of G⊥1 . We use S0 to denote the subgroup generate by G
⊥
1 and G1; and S1
to denote the subgroup generate by G⊥1 and G
′
1. We fix uφ ∈ uφ ∩ g1. We
use S to denote the subgroup generated by S1 and exp(V1), · · · , exp(Vq0)
(see Section 3.5).
If G 6= G1, fix uφ ∈ Lie(A) which commutes with g1. We denote this uφ
by u. Set E0 = {u}. If G = G1, we denote uL3−L4 by u1 and uL5−L6 by
u2. Set E0 = {u1, u2}. If |E0| = 1, set J to be the subgroup generated by
{exp(±tu)}t∈R; if |E0| = 2, set J to be the subgroup generated by the one
parameter groups {exp(±tv1)}t∈R and {exp(±tv2)}t∈R, which is isomorphic
to SL(2,R)× SL(2,R)
3.2. Conjugacy problem and linearization. The main part of the proof
of our theorem is carried out via a KAM-type iteration scheme. Now we
proceed to deduce linearized conjugacy equation over αA. We follow the
procedure outlined in a general form in [7]. The results in this part are
valid for general algebraic actions. Let X = G/Γ, where Γ is an irreducible
cocompact lattice in G.
Let Vect∞(X ) be the space of C∞ vector fields on X . Suppose E =
{E1, · · · , Ed} is a set of generators of Lie(A). We can identify Ei with an
element of Vect∞(X ) such that E = {E1, · · · , Ed} generate αA. A smooth
A-perturbation α˜A of the action αA is generated by commuting vector fields
E˜ = E + p = {E1 + p1, · · · , Ed + pd}, where pi ∈ Vect∞(X ), 1 ≤ i ≤ d.
A diffeomorphism h : X → X induces a map h∗ on Vect∞(X ), the space
of C∞ vector fields on X :
(h∗Y )(x) = (Dh)h−1(x)Y ◦ h−1(x), x ∈ X .
Define operators L and M in the following way:
Vect∞(X ) L→ Vect∞(X )d M→ Vect∞(X )d×d, where
h
L→ h∗E = (h∗E1, · · · , h∗Ed),
(Y1, · · · , Yd) M→ ([Yi, Yj])d×d,(3.1)
if h = exp(h). Obviously, M ◦ L = 0. Denote by L → M the nonlinear
sequence of operators defined as above. Linearizing the sequence L → M
at h = 0 and at E = (E1, · · · , Ed) ∈ Vect∞(X )d the linearized sequence is
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given as follows:
Vect∞(X ) L→ Vect∞(X )d M→ Vect∞(X )d×d
h
L→ (LE1h, · · · ,LEdh) and p M→ (LEipj −LEjpi)d×d.
It is clear that M ◦ L = 0.
For any Y1, Y2 ∈ Vect∞(X ) we have
‖[Y1, Y2]‖Ct ≤ Ct(‖Y1‖Ct‖Y2‖Ct+1 + ‖Y1‖Ct+1‖Y2‖Ct), t ≥ 0.(3.2)
For any Y = (Y1, · · · , Ydim g) ∈ Vect∞(X ) let
Ave(Y ) =
Ä ∫
X
Y1(x)dx, · · · ,
∫
X
Ydim g(x)dx
ä
,
where dx is the Haar measure. It is clear that Ave(Y ) ∈ g. As a direct
consequence of (3.2) we have
Lemma 3.1. If E˜ = E + p ∈ Vect∞(X )d satisfying [E˜i, E˜j ] = 0, then for
t ≥ 0 we have
‖M(p)‖Ct ≤ Ct‖p‖C0‖p‖Ct+1 and
‖M(Ave(p))‖ ≤ C‖p‖C0‖p‖C1 ,
3.3. Structure stability of E. Suppose αA is as described in Section 1.4.
For c > 0 and a set of vectors E′ = (E′1, · · · , E′d) where E′i ∈ g, we say that
E′ is a c-perturbation of E if
∑d
i=1‖Ei − E′i‖ < d.
Proposition 3.2. There is δ > 0 such that for c-perturbation E′ of E,
c < δ, if ‖M(E′)‖ < γ < δ (see (3.1)), there is a coordinate change T of A
and g ∈ G with ‖T − I‖+ ‖g − I‖ ≤ Cc such that
‖T E′ −AdgE‖ < C(γ + c2).
We postpone the proof to Section A.
3.4. Smoothing operators and some norm inequalities. There exists
a collection of smoothing operators st : Vect
∞(X )→ Vect∞(X ), t > 0, such
that for any s ≥ s′ ≥ 0, the following holds:
‖stY ‖Cs+s′ ≤ Cs,s′ts
′‖F‖Cs , and(3.3)
‖(I − st)Y ‖Cs−s′ ≤ Cs,s′t−s
′‖F‖Cs .(3.4)
The above result is quoted from [7], which is derived from [34].
Sobolev embedding theorem on compact manifolds X shows that: there
exists β > 0 (which is only dependent on X ) such that for any Y ∈ Vect∞(X )
‖Y ‖s ≤ Cs‖Y ‖Cs ≤ Cs,1‖Y ‖s+β, ∀ s ≥ 0.(3.5)
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3.5. Uǫ and Vǫ sets of G1. We define subsets U
ǫ, Vǫ, 1 ≤ ǫ ≤ q0 of g1
where q0 = 9. We use notations U
ǫ, Vǫ, 1 ≤ ǫ ≤ q0 for all cases:
1. G1 is of An: set
U1 = {uL1−Lj : j ≥ 3}, U2 = {uLj−L2 : j ≥ 3}, U3 = {L1 − L2},
V1 = {uLj−L1 : j ≥ 3}, V2 = {uL2−Lj : j ≥ 3}, V3 = {L2 − L1}.
Uǫ = Vǫ = ∅ if 4 ≤ ǫ.
2. G1 is of Bn: set
U4 = {uL1+Lj : j 6= 3}, U5 = {u−L2−Lj : j 6= 3},
U6 = {uL1}, U7 = {u−L2},
V4 = {u−Lj−L1 : j 6= 2}, V5 = {uLj+L2 : j 6= 2},
V6 = {u−L1}, V7 = {uL2}.
Uǫ, Vǫ, ǫ = 1, 2, 3 are as defined in 1; and Uǫ = Vǫ = ∅ if 8 ≤ ǫ.
3. G1 is of Cn: set
U1 = {uL1−Lj : j ≥ 2}, U2 = {uL1+Lj : j 6= 2}, U3 = {u2L1},
V1 = {u−L1+Lj : j 6= 2}, V2 = {u−L1−Lj : j 6= 2}, V3 = {u−2L1}.
4. G1 is of Dn: set U
ǫ, Vǫ, 1 ≤ ǫ ≤ 5 are as defined in 2; and Uǫ = Vǫ = ∅
if 6 ≤ ǫ.
5. G1 is of type F4: set
U8 = {u 1
2
(L1−L2±L3+L4)
}, U9 = {u 1
2
(L1−L2±L3−L4)
},
V8 = {u 1
2
(−L1+L2±L3+L4)
}, V9 = {u 1
2
(−L1+L2±L3−L4)
}.
Uǫ, Vǫ, 1 ≤ ǫ ≤ 7 are as defined in 2.
6. G1 is of type E6, E7, E8: set
U6 = {u 1
2
(L8+
∑7
i=3
(−1)niLi−L2+L1)
}, U7 = {u 1
2
(−L8+
∑7
i=3
(−1)niLi−L2+L1)
}
V6 = {u 1
2
(L8+
∑7
i=3
(−1)niLi+L2−L1)
}, V7 = {u 1
2
(−L8+
∑7
i=3
(−1)niLi+L2−L1)
}.
Uǫ, Vǫ, 1 ≤ ǫ ≤ 5 are as defined in 2; and Uǫ = Vǫ = ∅ if 8 ≤ ǫ.
If G = G1 as described in Theorem 1.1, set
Cǫ1 = {v ∈ Cǫ : [v, u±(L3−L4)] = 0}, and
Cǫ2 = {v ∈ Cǫ : [v, u±(L5−L6)] = 0},
1 ≤ ǫ ≤ q0, where C stands for U or V.
Observation 3.3. We has the eigenspace decomposition for adX
∣∣∣
g1
:
g1 =
∑
µ=0,±1,±2
gµ,X
where gµ,X is the eigenspace with eigenvalue µ.
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It is clear that Uǫ ⊂ g1,X , or Uǫ ⊂ g2,X , 1 ≤ ǫ ≤ q0; and Vǫ ⊂ g−1,X , or
Vǫ ⊂ g−2,X , 1 ≤ ǫ ≤ q0. Further, if [X, v] = 0, where v ∈ uφ, φ ∈ Φ, then
v ∈ g⊥1 . We use C to denote the split Cartan of G. It is clear that C ⊂ g⊥1 .
3.6. Structure of Lie(A) in G. By Remark 1.3, it is harmless to assume
a basis D of Lie(A1) is:
1. G1 is of type An, n ≥ 4: |D| = ⌊ (n+1)
2
4 ⌋, and
D = {uLi−Lj : i ∈ 2N− 1, j ∈ 2N}.
2. G1 is of type Bn, n ≥ 5: |D| = 12n(n− 1) + 1, and
D = {uL1 , uLi−Lj , u−Lk−Ll , uLm+Lp : i,m, p ∈ 2N − 1, j, k, l ∈ 2N}.
3. G1 is of type Cn, n ≥ 3: |D| = 12n(n+ 1), and
D = {u2Lt , u−2Ll , uLi−Lj , u−Lk−Ll ,
uLm+Lp : i,m, p, t ∈ 2N− 1, j, k, l ∈ 2N}.
4. G1 is of type Dn, n ≥ 5: |D| = 12n(n− 1), and
D = {uLi−Lj , u−Lk−Ll , uLm+Lp : i,m, p ∈ 2N− 1, j, k, l ∈ 2N}.
5. G1 is of type E6: |D| = 16, and
D = {u 1
2
(L8−L7−L6+
∑5
i=2
(−1)niLi+L1)
, uL1±Lj : 2 ≤ j ≤ 5,
∑
i
ni ∈ 2Z}.
6. G1 is of type E7: |D| = 27, and
D = {u 1
2
(L8−L7+
∑6
i=2
(−1)niLi+L1)
, uL1±Lj ,
uL8−L7 , : 2 ≤ j ≤ 6,
∑
i
ni ∈ 2Z + 1}.
7. G1 is of type E8: |D| = 36, and
D = {u 1
2
(
∑8
i=2
(−1)niLi+L1)
, uL1±Lj : 2 ≤ j ≤ 8, ni ≥ 0,
∑
i
ni = 0, 2}.
8. G1 is of type F4: |D| = 9, and
D = {uL1 , uLi−Lj , u−Lk−Ll , uLm+Lp , u 1
2
(L1−L2+L3−L4)
,
u 1
2
(L1+L2+L3−L4)
: i,m, p ∈ 2N − 1, j, k, l ∈ 2N}.
9. G1 is of type B3: |D| = 5, and
D = {uL1 , uL1−L2 , uL1−L3 , uL1+L2 , uL1+L3}.
By Remark 1.3 we can assume that D ⊆ E.
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4. The twisted equation Uf = g in SL(2,R)
4.1. Unitary dual of SL(2,R). We recall the conclusions in [15] and [11].
We choose as generators for sl(2,R) the elements
X =
Ç
1 0
0 −1
å
, U =
Ç
0 1
0 0
å
, V =
Ç
0 0
1 0
å
.(4.1)
The Casimir operator is then given by
 := −X2 − 2(UV + V U),
which generates the center of the enveloping algebra of sl(2,R). The Casimir
operator  acts as a constant u ∈ R on each irreducible unitary represen-
tation space and its value classifies them into four classes. For Casimir pa-
rameter u of SL(2,R), let ν =
√
1− u be a representation parameter. Then
all the irreducible unitary representations of SL(2,R) must be equivalent to
one the following:
• principal series representations π±ν , u ≥ 1 so that ν = iR,
• complementary series representations π0ν , 0 < u < 1, so that 0 <
ν < 1,
• discrete series representations π0ν and π0−ν , u = −n2 + 2n, n ≥ 1, so
that ν = n− 1,
• the trivial representation, u = 0.
Any unitary representation (π,H) of SL(2,R) is decomposed into a direct
integral (see [10] and [19])
H =
∫
⊕
Hudµ(u)(4.2)
with respect to a positive Stieltjes measure dµ(u) over the spectrum σ().
The Casimir operator acts as the constant u ∈ σ() on every Hilbert space
Hu. The representations induced on Hu do not need to be irreducible. In
fact, Hu is in general the direct sum of an (at most countable) number of
unitary representations equal to the spectral multiplicity of u ∈ σ(). We
say that π has a spectral gap (of u0) if u0 > 0 and µ((0, u0]) = 0 and π
contains no non-trivial SL(2,R)-fixed vectors.
4.2. Coboundary for the horocycle flow of G = SL(2,R). For the clas-
sical horocycle flow defined by the sl(2,R)-matrix U =
Ç
0 1
0 0
å
, Flaminio
and Forni made a detailed study in [10]. Below we summarize some conclu-
sions adapted to the needs of the current paper.
Theorem 4.1. In any non-trivial irreducible representation (πν ,Hν) of
SL(2,R) with a spectral gap u0, set s0 =
3
2 +
1
2(|ℜ(ν)| + 1). There exists a
linear map Dν : Hs0ν →Hν such that for any f ∈ Hsν, s ≥ 0 we have:
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(1) if s ≥ s0, then
‖Dν(f)‖t ≤ Ct,u0‖f‖t+s0
if t ≤ s− s0;
(2) if s ≥ s0, the equation Ug = f + Dν(f) has a solution g ∈ Hs−s0ν
with estimates
‖g‖t ≤ Ct,u0‖f‖t+s0
if t ≤ s− s0;
(3) let (Hν)−kU = {D ∈ (Hν)−k : LUD = 0}. Suppose s > 1 and D(f) =
0 for all D ∈ (Hν)−sU . Then the equation Ug = f has a solution
g ∈ Htν with Sobolev estimates
‖g‖t ≤ Ct,s,u0‖f‖s
if t < s− 1. Further, if the equation Ug = f has a solution g ∈ Hs0ν
then Dν(f) = 0;
(4) if πν is a discrete series and s ≥ 2 and |ν| ≥ 3, then equation Ug = f
has a solution g ∈ Hmin{
1
2
|ν|− 3
2
,s− 3
2
}
ν with estimates
‖g‖t ≤ Ct‖f‖t+ 3
2
if t ≤ min{12 |ν| − 32 , s− 32};
(5) If the equation Ug = f has a solution g ∈ Htν, then
‖g‖t ≤ Cu0‖f‖t+ 3
2
if t ≤ s− 32 .
Remark 4.2. It is well-known that principal series and discrete series are
(i.e. tempered representations are outside a fixed neighborhood of the trivial
representation in the Fell topology). Then the spectral gap condition only
aims at complementary series.
Remark 4.3. Theorem 4.1 is still valid to irreducible unitary representa-
tions of Lie groups whose Lie algebra is sl(2,R). All of these are unitarily
equivalent to irreducible representations of SL(2,R) itself [15].
We list a technical result from [42] whose role will be clear in the subse-
quent part.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose G is a semisimple Lie group and the restriction of π
to each simple factor of G has a spectral gap. Also suppose {exp(tu)}t∈R is
a non-compact subgroup for some u ∈ g. Then for any v1, v2 ∈ H, if there
exists Y ∈ g such that
〈v1, uh〉 = 〈v2, Y uh〉
for any h ∈ H∞, then v1 = −Y v2.
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Lemma 4.5. If πν is a discrete series, |ν| ≥ 3 and m ≥ 0, if Y jf ∈ Hsν,
s ≥ 2 for any 0 ≤ j ≤ m where Y stands for X or U , then equation Ug = f
has a solution g ∈ Hν with estimates: for any 0 ≤ j ≤ m
‖Y jg‖t ≤ Cj,t max
0≤i≤j
{‖Y if‖t+ 3
2
}
if t ≤ min{12 |ν| − 32 , s− 32}.
Proof. We prove by induction. (4) of Theorem 4.1 shows that the result
holds for j = 0. Suppose it holds for j, j ≤ m− 1. We note that
[Y,U ] = aU, a = 2 or 0.
Then inductively we can show that for any k ≥ 1
Y kU = UY k + pk−1(Y )U(4.3)
where pk−1 is a polynomial of degree k − 1.
(4) of Theorem 4.1 shows that the equation
Ugj+1 = Y
j+1f − pj(Y )f
has a solution gj+1 ∈ Hν with estimates
‖gj+1‖t ≤ Ct‖Y j+1f − pj(Y )f‖t+ 3
2
≤ Cj+1,t max
0≤i≤j+1
{‖Y if‖t+ 3
2
},(4.4)
if t ≤ min{12 |ν| − 32 , s − 32}.
On the other hand, for any h ∈ H∞ν we have
− 〈gj+1, Uh〉 = 〈Ugj+1, h〉
= 〈Y j+1f − pj(Y )f, h〉
= 〈f, (−1)j+1Y j+1h− p′j(Y )h〉
= 〈Ug, (−1)j+1Y j+1h− p′j(Y )h〉
= 〈g, (−1)jUY j+1h+ Up′j(Y )h〉
(1)
= 〈g, (−1)jY j+1Uh− p′′j (Y )Uh〉.(4.5)
where p′j is the adjoint polynomial of pj and p
′′
j is a polynomial of degree
≤ j. Here (1) is a consequence of keeping using (4.3).
The above relation shows that
〈Y jg, Y Uh〉 = 〈p′′′j (Y )g, Uh〉 − 〈gj+1, Uh〉
where p′′′j is the adjoint polynomial of p
′′
j . It follows from Lemma 4.4 that
Y j+1g ∈ H and
Y j+1g = gj+1 − p′′′j (Y )g.
This together with (4.4) and the induction assumption shows that
‖Y j+1g‖t ≤ ‖gj+1‖t + ‖p′′′j (Y )g‖t ≤ Cj+1,t max
0≤i≤j+1
{‖Y if‖t+ 3
2
},
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if t ≤ min{12 |ν| − 32 , s− 32}. Then we proved the case of j+1 and thus finish
the proof. 
5. Constructions in unitary representation of SL(2,R) with a
spectral gap
Suppose (π,H) is a unitary representation of SL(2,R) with a spectral gap
u0. By general arguments in Section 4.1 we have a direct decomposition of
H = ∫⊕Hudµ(u), where µ((0, u0]) = 0; and f = ∫⊕ fudµ(u) for any f ∈ H.
For any l ∈ N define
Dl(f) =
∫
⊕
hudµ(u)
where
hu =
®
0, if ν ∈ iR ∪ (0, 1) ∪ {0,±1, · · · ,±(l − 1)};
fu, if ν ∈ Z, and |ν| ≥ l.
Then Dl : H → H is a linear operator.
We define another linear operator Dl : Hl →H as follows: if f ∈ Hl, then
Dl(f) =
∫
⊕
gudµ(u)
where
gu =
®Dν(fu), if ν ∈ iR ∪ (0, 1) ∪ {0,±1, · · · ,±(l − 1)};
0, if ν ∈ Z, and |ν| ≥ l.
It follows from Theorem 4.1, Lemma 4.5 and arguments in Section 2.3 that:
Lemma 5.1. Suppose (π,H) is a unitary representation of SL(2,R) with a
spectral gap u0. Suppose f ∈ Hs, s ≥ 0 then:
(1) for any l ∈ N
‖Dl(f)‖t ≤ ‖f‖t
if t ≤ s;
(2) if l ≥ 5 and s ≥ l2 + 2, then
‖Dl(f)‖t ≤ Ct,u0‖f‖t+2+ l
2
if t ≤ s− 2− l2 ;
(3) if l ≥ 5 and s ≥ l2+2, and if Dl(f) = 0, the equation Ug = f+Dl(f)
has a solution g ∈ Hs−2− l2 with estimates
‖g‖t ≤ Ct‖f‖t+2+ l
2
if t ≤ s− 2− l2 ;
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(4) If Dl(f) = f and m ≥ 0, if Y jf ∈ Hsν, s ≥ 2 for any 0 ≤ j ≤ m
where Y stands for X or U , then equation
Ug = f
has a solution g ∈ H satisfying Dl(g) = g with estimates: for any
0 ≤ j ≤ m
‖Y jg‖t ≤ Cj,t max
0≤i≤j
{‖Y if‖t+ 3
2
},
if t ≤ min{ l2 − 32 , s− 32}.
(5) If the equation Ug = f has a solution g ∈ H l2+2 then Dl(f) = 0.
(6) If the equation Ug = f has a solution g ∈ Hr, s ≥ r + 32 then
‖g‖t ≤ Cu0,t‖f‖t+ 3
2
if t ≤ r.
5.1. Coboundary for unipotent flows in G. For any u ∈ uφ∩g1, φ ∈ Φ,
the Jacobson-Morosov theorem which asserts the existence of a unique ele-
ment u′ ∈ u−φ such that {u, u′, [u, u′]} span a three-dimensional Lie algebra
gu isomorphic to sl(2,R). We use Gu to denote the connected subgroup in
G with Lie algebra gu. Set
g⊤u = {v ∈ g : [v, u] = au, a ∈ R};(5.1)
and G⊤u to be the connected subgroup in G with Lie algebra g
⊤
u . Then:
Lemma 5.2. Suppose (π,H) is a unitary representation of G and the re-
stricted representation π|Gu has a spectral gap. Also suppose S is a subgroup
of G⊤u containing Gu. If f, g ∈ HsS, s ≥ 52 satisfy the equation ug = f , then
‖g‖S,t ≤ Ct‖f‖S,t+ 5
2
if t ≤ s− 52 .
Proof. Fix a basis {s1, · · · , sdimLie(S)} of Lie(S). Similar to (4.3) for any
j ≥ 1 we have
sjiu = us
j
i + pi,j−1(si)u
where pi,j−1 is a polynomial of degree j − 1 for each i, j. This implies that
u(sji g) = s
j
if − pi,j−1(si)f, ∀ j ≤ s.
It follows from (6) of Lemma 5.1 that
‖sjig‖ ≤ C‖sjif − pi,j−1(si)f‖Gu, 32 ≤ Cj‖f‖S,j+ 32
if j ≤ s − 32 . Then the result follows the above estimates and Theorem
2.2. 
The next result is the extended representation version of Lemma 5.2. We
assume the same notations as in Lemma 5.2. We recall notations in Section
2.2. Recalling that for any p ∈ g(H), we use pi to denote the coordinates.
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Corollary 5.3. Suppose ω, v ∈ g(H)sS, s ≥ 52 dim g satisfy the equation
(u+ adu)v = ω.(5.2)
Then
‖v‖S,t ≤ Cj,t‖ω‖S,t+ 52 dim g
if t+ j ≤ s− 52 dim g.
Proof. Choose a basis in which adu has its Jordan normal form. We use
Ju = (ui,j) to denote an m × m matrix which consists of blocks of adu;
i.e., let ui,i = 0 for all i = 1, · · · ,m (we note that u is nilpotent) and
ui,i+1 = ∗i ∈ {0, 1} for all i = 1, · · · ,m− 1. The m-th equation of (5.2) is
uum = ωm;(5.3)
and the k-th equation, 1 ≤ k ≤ m− 1 in (5.2) is
uvk + ∗kvk+1 = ωk.(5.4)
From (5.3) by Lemma 5.2 we have
‖vm‖S,t ≤ Ct‖ωm‖S,t+ 5
2
if t ≤ s− 52 .
In (5.4) letting k = m− 1 we have
uvm−1 = ωm−1 − ∗m−1vm.
By Lemma 5.2 we have
‖vm−1‖S,t ≤ Ct‖ωm−1 − ∗m−1vm‖S,t+ 5
2
≤ Ct‖ω‖S,t+2· 5
2
if t ≤ s− 5.
We proceed by induction. Fix 1 ≤ k ≤ m − 1. Suppose for any k + 1 ≤
j ≤ m we have
‖vj‖S,t ≤ Ct‖ω‖S,t+(m−j+1) 5
2
if t ≤ s− (m− j + 1)52 .
From (5.4) by Lemma 5.2 we have
‖vk‖S,t ≤ Ct‖ωk − ∗kvk+1‖S,t+ 5
2
≤ Ct‖ω‖S,t+(m−k+1) 5
2
if t ≤ s− (m− k + 1)52 .
Then we proved the case of k and thus finish the proof on the block Ju.
By repeating the above arguments for all Jordan blocks we get the result by
noting that the size of each block is less than dim g. 
Lemma 5.4. Suppose (π,H) is a unitary representation of G such that the
restriction of to each simple factor of G has a spectral gap. Suppose f ∈ HsS0 ,
s ≥ 0, then:
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(1) for any l ∈ N
‖Dl(f)‖S0,t ≤ ‖f‖S0,t+1
if t ≤ s− 1;
(2) if s ≥ l ≥ 5, then
‖Dl(f)‖L,t ≤ Ct‖f‖L,t+3+ l
2
if t ≤ s− 3− l2 , where L is a subgroup S0 containing G1;
(3) if Dl(f) = 0 and s ≥ l ≥ 5, the equation Ug = f + Dl(f) has a
solution g ∈ Hs−3−
l
2
S0
satisfying Dl(g) = 0 with estimates
‖g‖S0,t ≤ Ct‖f‖S0,t+3+ l2
if t ≤ s− 3− l2 ;
(4) if Dl(f) = f and l ≥ 3, s ≥ 2, then equation Ug = f has a solution
g ∈ H satisfying Dl(g) = g with estimates: for any v ∈ g⊥1 , we have
‖Y jg‖G1,t ≤ Cj,t max
0≤i≤j
{‖Y if‖G1,t+ 32}
if t ≤ min{ l2 − 32 , s− 32 − j}, where Y stands for X, U or Y ∈ g⊥1 .
Proof. By Howe-Moore, π|G1 has a spectral gap. Since the irreducible rep-
resentations of S0 have the forms ρ⊗ ω where ρ and ω are irreducible rep-
resentations of G1 and G
⊥
1 respectively, for any v ∈ g⊥1
Dl(vf) = vDl(f), Dl(vf) = vDl(f).
(1) and (2): From (1), (2) of Lemma 5.1 for any v ∈ g⊥1 and u ∈ Lie(L)∩ g⊥1
we have
‖vjDl(f)‖ = ‖Dl(vjf)‖ ≤ ‖vjf‖ ≤ ‖f‖S0,j,
‖uiDl(f)‖ = ‖Dl(uif)‖ ≤ ‖uif‖G1,2+ l2 ≤ ‖f‖L,2+i+ l2 ,
if j ≤ s, i ≤ s − l2 − 2. Then the results follow from the above estimates,
5.1 and Theorem 2.2.
(3): By Lemma 5.1, for any v ∈ g⊥1 and i ≤ s− l2 − 2 the equation
Ugi = v
if +Dl(vif) = vif + viDl(f)
has a solution gi ∈ H satisfying
‖gi‖ ≤ ‖vif‖2+ l
2
≤ ‖f‖
S0,2+i+
l
2
.(5.5)
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Next, we show that gi = v
ig, i ≤ s − l2 − 2. If i = 0, the result holds.
Suppose it holds for 0 ≤ i ≤ k, k ≤ s− l2 − 3. For any h ∈ H∞ we have
− 〈gk+1, Uh〉 = 〈Ugk+1, h〉
= 〈vk+1f + vk+1Dl(f), h〉
= (−1)k+1〈f +Dl(f), vk+1h〉
= (−1)k+1〈Ug, vk+1h〉 = 〈vkg, vUh〉.
By Lemma 4.4, we see that vk+1g ∈ H and vk+1g = gk+1. Hence we prove
the case of k+1 and thus the statement. Then the result follows from (5.5),
(3) of Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 2.2.
(4): If j ≤ s− 32 and v ∈ g⊥1 , by Lemma 4.5 the equation Ugj = vjf has
a solution gj ∈ H satisfying Dl(gj) = gj with estimates
‖gj‖G1,t ≤ Cj,t‖vjf‖G1,t+ 32
if t ≤ min{ l2 − 32 , s − 32 − j}. By using the same method as in the proof of
(3), we see that vjg = gj . This together with (4) of Lemma 5.1 give the
result.

5.2. Almost cocycle quation in extended representation. In this part
we establish results for almost cocycle equations in the extended representa-
tion. Suppose (π,H) is a unitary representation of G such that the restric-
tion of π to each simple factor of G has a spectral gap.
Proposition 5.5. Suppose v ∈ g⊥1 . There exists σ0 > 0 such that for any
u, v, ω ∈ g(H)sS0 , s ≥ σ0 satisfying the equation
(U + adU )u− (v + adv)v = w,(5.6)
there exists η ∈ g(H)s−σ0S1 with estimates
‖η‖S1,t ≤ Ct‖u, v‖S0,t+σ0
if t ≤ s− σ0, such that
v = (U + adU )η +R1 and
u = (v + adv)η +R2
with estimates
‖R1, R2‖L,t ≤ Ct‖w‖S0,t+σ0
if t ≤ s− σ0, where L = G⊤v ∩ S1 (see (5.1)).
Proposition 5.5 is the basis of step 2 in the proof of Theorem 7.1. The
subsequent discussion will be devoted to the proof of this proposition.
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Lemma 5.6. Set σ = 32 dim g. For any f, g, h ∈ g(H)sS0 , s ≥ σ + 32 , if
Dl(f) = f , Dl(g) = g, Dl(h) = h, l ≥ 2σ + 3 and satisfy the equation
(v + adv)f − (U + adU )g = h,(5.7)
where v ∈ g⊥1 , then there exists η ∈ g(O)s−σ−
3
2
S1
with estimates
‖η‖S1,t ≤ Ct‖f‖S0,t+σ+ 32(5.8)
if t ≤ s− σ − 32 , such that
f = (U + adU )η and
g = (v + adv)η +R(5.9)
with estimates
‖R‖S1,t ≤ Ct‖h‖S0,t+σ+ 32(5.10)
if t ≤ s− σ − 32 .
Proof. Choose a basis in which adU has its Jordan normal form. Let JU =
(uk,j) be an m×m matrix which consists of blocks of adU , i.e., let uk,k = 0
for all k = 1, · · · ,m and uk,k+1 = ∗k ∈ {0, 1} for all k = 1, · · · ,m − 1.
Let Jv = (zk,j) be the corresponding block of adv where zk,k = 0 for all
k = 1, · · · ,m and zk,j = 0 for all m ≥ k > j ≥ 1. Since adU and adv
commute, we have:
∗jzk,j = ∗kzk+1,j+1(5.11)
for all 1 ≤ k ≤ m− 1 and k + 1 ≤ j ≤ m− 1.
(5.7) splits into m equations. For the m-th equation we have
vfm − Ugm = hm;(5.12)
and for every k = 1, · · · ,m− 1 we have the following equation:Ä
vfk +
∑
k + 1 ≤ j ≤ m
zk,jfj
ä
− (Ugk + ∗kgk+1) = hk.(5.13)
Since Dl(fm) = fm, by (4) of Lemma 5.4 we see that the equation
Uηm = fm(5.14)
has a solution ηm ∈ H satisfying Dl(ηm) = ηm with estimates
‖Y jηm‖G1,t ≤ Cj,t max
0≤i≤j
{‖Y ifm‖G1,t+ 32}
if t ≤ σ, j ≤ s− σ − 32 , where Y stands for X, U or Y ∈ g⊥1 .
From (5.12) and (5.14), noting that [v, U ] = 0, we have
URm = −hm.
where Rm = gm − vηm.
Since Dl(hm) = hm and σ ≤ l2 + 32 , it follows from (4) of Lemma 5.4 that
‖Y jRm‖G1,t ≤ Cj,t max
0≤i≤j
{‖Y ihm‖G1,t+ 32 },
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if t ≤ σ, j ≤ s− σ − 32 , where Y stands for X, U or Y ∈ g⊥1 .
Now we proceed by induction. Fix k between 1 and m − 1 and assume
that for all k + 1 ≤ j ≤ m we already have the the following
gj = vηj +
∑
j + 1 ≤ l ≤ m
zj,lηl +Rj ,
fj = Uηj + ∗jηj+1,(5.15)
where ηj satisfies Dl(ηj) = ηj, with the estimates: for any t ≤ σ − 3(m−j+1)2
and r ≤ s− σ − 32
‖Y rηj‖G1,t ≤ Cr,t max
j≤i≤m,
0≤p≤r
{‖Y pfi‖G1,t+ 3(m−j+1)2 }; and(5.16)
‖Y rRj‖G1,t ≤ Cr,t max
j≤i≤m,
0≤p≤r
{‖Y phi‖G1,t+ 3(m−j+1)2 }(5.17)
if r ≤ s− σ − 32 , where Y stands for X, U or Y ∈ g⊥1 .
We substitute the expressions for fj and vj for all k + 1 ≤ j ≤ m from
(5.15) into (5.13). Then we have
v(fk − ∗kηk+1)− U(gk −
∑
k + 1 ≤ j ≤ m
zk,jηj) +R = hk + ∗kRk+1.
where
R =
m∑
j=k+1
∗jzk,jηj+1 − ∗k
m∑
j=k+2
zk+1,jηj .
From (5.11) we see that R = 0. Hence we have
v(fk − ∗kηk+1)− U(gk −
∑
k + 1 ≤ j ≤ m
zk,jηj) = hk + ∗kRk+1.(5.18)
By (4) of Lemma 5.4 the equation
Uηk = fk − ∗kηk+1(5.19)
has a solution ηk ∈ H satisfying Dl(ηk) = ηk with estimates: for any j ≤
s− σ − 32
‖Y jηk‖G1,t ≤ Cj,t max
0≤p≤j
{‖Y p(fk − ∗kηk+1)‖G1,t+ 32 }
(1)
≤ Cj,t max
k≤i≤m,
0≤p≤j
{‖Y pfi‖G1,t+ 3(m−k+1)2 }
for any t ≤ σ − 3(m−k+1)2 , where Y stands for X, U or Y ∈ g⊥1 . Here in (1)
we use (5.16).
From (5.18) and (5.19) we have
URk = −(hk + ∗kRk+1).
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where
gk = vηk +
∑
k + 1 ≤ j ≤ m
zk,jηj +Rk.
It follows from (4) of Lemma 5.4 that: for any j ≤ s− σ − 32
‖Y jRk‖G1,t ≤ Cj,t max
0≤p≤j
{‖Y p
Ä
hk + ∗kRk+1
ä
‖G1,t+ 32}
(2)
≤ Cj,t max
k≤i≤m,
0≤p≤j
{‖Y phi‖G1,t+ 3(m−k+1)2 }
for any t ≤ σ − 3(m−k+1)2 , where Y stands for X, U or Y ∈ g⊥1 .
Then we proved the case of k and thus finish the proof on the block JU .
By repeating the above arguments for all Jordan blocks we get the result.
It is clear that the size of each block is less than dim g. Set
η = (η1, · · · , ηdim g) and R = (R1, · · · ,Rdim g).
Then we see that η and R satisfy equation 5.9 with estimates: for r ≤
s− σ − 32
‖Y rη‖ ≤ Cr max
0≤p≤r
{‖Y pf‖S0, 32 dim g}; and
‖Y rR‖ ≤ Cr max
0≤p≤r
{‖Y ph‖S0, 32 dim g}
if r ≤ s−σ− 32 , where Y stands for X, U or Y ∈ g⊥1 . Hence (5.8) and (5.10)
follow from the above estimates and Theorem 2.2. Then we finish the proof.

Lemma 5.7. Suppose f, g, h ∈ HsS0, s ≥ 6 + l2 , l ≥ 6. If Dl(f) = 0,
Dl(g) = 0, Dl(h) = 0 and satisfy the equation
vf − Ug = h(5.20)
where v ∈ g⊥1 , then there exists η ∈ Hs−6−
l
2
S0
satisfying Dl(η) = 0 with
estimates
‖η‖S0,t ≤ Ct‖f‖S0,t+6+ l2
if t ≤ s− 6− l2 , such that
f = Uη +R1, and
g = vη +R2
with estimates
‖R1, R2‖L1,t ≤ Ct‖h‖L1,t+6+ l2
if t ≤ s− 6− l2 , where L1 = G⊤v ∩ S0.
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Proof. From (5.20) we see that
Dl(vf)−Dl(Ug) = Dl(h) (1)=⇒ v(Dl(f)) = Dl(h),(5.21)
which gives
‖Dl(f)‖L1,t
(2)
≤ Ct‖Dl(h)‖L1,t+3
(3)
≤ Ct‖h‖L1,t+6+ l2
if t ≤ s − 6 − l2 . Here in (1) we use the arguments at the beginning of the
proof of Lemma 5.4; in (2) we use Lemma 5.2; in (3) we use (2) of Lemma
5.4.
By (3) of Lemma 5.4 we see that the equation
Uη = f +Dl(f)(5.22)
has a solution η ∈ Hs−3−
l
2
S0
satisfying Dl(η) = 0 with estimates
‖η‖S0,t ≤ Ct‖f‖S0,t+3+ l2
if t ≤ s− 3− l2 .
From (5.24) and (5.22) we have
v(Uη −Dl(f))− Ug = h (4)=⇒ U(vη − g) = h+Dl(h)
which gives
‖vη − g‖L1,t
(5)
≤ Ct‖h+Dl(h)‖L1,t+3
(6)
≤ Ct‖h‖L1,t+6+ l2
if t ≤ s− 6− l2 . Here in (4) we use (5.21); in (5) we use Lemma 5.2; in (6)
we use (2) of Lemma 5.4.
Set R1 = Dl(f) and R2 = g− vη. Then the results follow from the above
estimates. 
Corollary 5.8. For any l > 0, and any f, g, h ∈ g(H)sS0 , s ≥ (6+ l2)σ (see
Lemma 5.6), if Dl(f) = 0, Dl(g) = 0, Dl(h) = 0, and satisfy the equation
(v + adv)f − (U + adU )g = h,(5.23)
where v ∈ g⊥1 , then there exists η ∈ g(O)s−(6+
l
2 )σ
S0
satisfying Dl(η) = 0 with
estimates
‖η‖S0,t ≤ Ct‖f‖S0,t+(6+ l2 )σ
if t ≤ s− (6 + l2)σ, such that
f = (U + adU )η +R1, and
g = (v + adv)η +R2
with estimates
‖R1, R2‖L1,t ≤ Ct‖h‖S0,t+(6+ l2 )σ
if t ≤ s− (6 + l2)σ, where L1 = G⊤v ∩ S0.
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Proof. We follow the notations and proof line of that of Lemma 5.6. (5.23)
splits into m equations (under the basis as described in the proof of Lemma
5.6). For the m-th equation we have
vfm − Ugm = hm.(5.24)
By Lemma 5.7 there exists ηm ∈ Hs−6−
l
2
S0
satisfying Dl(ηm) = 0 with esti-
mates
‖ηm‖S0,t ≤ Ct‖fm‖S0,t+6+ l2
if t ≤ s− 6− l2 , such that
fm = Uηm +R1,m, and
gm = vηm +R2,m
with estimates
‖R1,m, R2,m‖L1,t ≤ Ct‖hm‖L1,t+6+ l2
if t ≤ s− 6− l2 .
Next we still proceed by induction. We note that for every k = 1, · · · ,m−
1 (5.13) still holds. Fix k between 1 and m − 1 and assume that for all
j = k + 1, · · · ,m we already have the the following
gj = vηj +
∑
j + 1 ≤ l ≤ m
zj,lηl +R2,j,
fj = Uηj + ∗jηj+1 +R1,j,(5.25)
where ηj satisfies Dl(ηj) = 0 with the estimates: for any t ≤ s− (6+ l2)(m−
j + 1)
‖ηj‖S0,t ≤ Ct max
j≤i≤m
{‖fi‖S0,t+(6+ l2 )(m−j+1)},(5.26)
and
‖R1,j , R2,j‖L1,t ≤ Ct max
j≤i≤m
{‖hi‖L1,t+(6+ l2 )(m−j+1)}.(5.27)
We substitute the expressions for fj and gj for all k+1 ≤ j ≤ m from (5.25)
into (5.13). Then we have
v(fk − ∗kηk+1)− U(gk −
∑
k + 1 ≤ j ≤ m
zk,jηj)
= hk −
∑
k + 1 ≤ j ≤ m
zk,jR1,j + ∗kR2,k+1.
By Lemma 5.7 there exists ηk ∈ H satisfying Dl(ηk) = 0 with estimates
‖ηk‖S0,t ≤ Ct‖fk − ∗kηk+1‖S0,t+6+ l2
(1)
≤ Ct max
k≤i≤m
{‖fi‖S0,t+(6+ l2 )(m−k+1)}
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if t ≤ s− (6 + l2)(m− k + 1), such that
fk − ∗kηk+1 = Uηk +R1,k, and
gk −
∑
k + 1 ≤ j ≤ m
zk,jηj = vηk +R2,k
with estimates
‖R1,k, R2,k‖L1,t ≤ Ct‖hk −
∑
k + 1 ≤ j ≤ m
zk,jR1,j + ∗kR2,k+1‖L1,t+6+ l2
(2)
≤ Ct max
k≤i≤m
{‖hi‖L1,t+(6+ l2 )(m−k+1)}
if t ≤ s− (6+ l2)(m− k+1). Here in (1) we use (5.26); in (2) we use (5.27).
Then we proved the case of k and thus finish the proof on the block JU .
By repeating the above arguments for all Jordan blocks we get the result.
It is clear that the size of each block is less than dim g. Hence we finish the
proof. 
Proof of Proposition 5.5: For any w ∈ g(O) we have a decomposition
w = w0 + w1 where w0 = Dl(w) and w1 = w − Dl(w), where l = 2σ + 2
(see Lemma 5.6). (5.6) has a decomposition:
(U + adU )u
δ − (v + adv)vδ = ωδ, δ = 0, 1.(5.28)
Here we use
Dl
Ä
(v + adv)v
ä
= (v + adv)(Dl(v)),
which follows from the arguments at the beginning of the proof of Lemma
5.4
From (1) of Lemma 5.4 we have: for δ = 0, 1,
‖zδ‖S0,t ≤ ‖z‖S0,t+1, t ≤ s− 1,(5.29)
where z stands for u, v, ω.
From (5.28) for δ = 0, by Lemma 5.6 there exists η0 ∈ g(O)s−σ−
3
2
S1
with
estimates
‖η0‖S1,t ≤ Ct‖v0‖S0,t+σ+ 32
(1)
≤ Ct‖v‖S0,t+σ+ 52
if t ≤ s− σ − 52 , such that
v0 = (U + adU )η
0 and u0 = (v + adv)η
0 +R0
with estimates
‖R0‖S1,t ≤ Ct‖ω0‖S0,t+σ+ 32
(1)
≤ Ct‖ω‖S0,t+σ+ 52
if t ≤ s− σ − 52 . Here in (1) we use (5.29).
By Corollary 5.8 there exists η1 ∈ g(O)s−(6+ l2 )σS0 with estimates
‖η1‖S0,t ≤ Ct‖v1‖S0,t+(6+ l2 )σ
(2)
≤ Ct‖v‖S0,t+(6+ l2 )σ+1
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if t ≤ s− (6 + l2)σ − 1, such that
v1 = (U + adU )η
1 +R11 and u1 = (v + adv)η1 +R12
with estimates
‖R11, R12‖L1,t ≤ Ct‖ω1‖L1,t+(6+ l2 )σ
(2)
≤ Ct‖ω‖S0,t+(6+ l2 )σ
if t ≤ s− (6 + l2)σ. Here in (2) we use (5.29). Set
η = η0 + η1, R1 = R01 +R11, R2 = R02 +R12.
Also set σ0 = (7+σ)σ. Then the result is a direct consequence of the above
analysis.
6. Group algebra of unipotent subgroups
6.1. Basic facts of group algebra. In this part, we list results from [42]
and [44]. Suppose H is a Lie group with Lie algebra h. We say that a vector
u ∈ h is nilpotent if adu is nilpotent. We say that a subgroup S of H is
unipotent if its Lie algebra is (linearly) spanned by nilpotent vectors.
Let S be an abelian closed unipotent subgroup which is isomorphic to Rm.
Fix a set of generators u = {u1, · · · , um} of Lie(S). We also use exp(u) to
denote S. For any t = (t1, · · · , tm) ∈ Rm, set exp(t) = exp(t1u1+· · ·+tmum)
and π(t) = π(exp(t)). Let (π,H) be a unitary representation of H.
For ξ, η ∈ H, consider the corresponding matrix coefficients of π |S :
φξ,η(t) = 〈π(t)ξ, η〉, t ∈ Rm. There exists a regular Borel measure µ on
R̂m, called the associated measure of π (with respect to R̂m), such that ξ =∫”Rm ξχdµ(χ), and
φξ,η(t) =
∫
”Rm χ(t)〈ξχ, ηχ〉dµ(χ).(6.1)
Here χ(t) = eiχ·t (we identify Rm and R̂m).
We use S(Rm) to denote the Schwartz space of Rm. The representation
π |S extends to a ∗-representation on S(Rm): for any f(x) ∈ S(Rm), πu(f)
is the operator on H for which¨
πu(f)ξ, η
∂
= 1
(
√
2π)m
∫
Rm
fˆ(t)φξ,η(t)dt, ∀ξ, η ∈ H.
Computations show that¨
πu(f)ξ, η
∂
=
∫
”Rm f(χ)〈ξχ, ηχ〉dµ(χ).(6.2)
Since
‖πu(f)‖ ≤ ‖f‖∞
for any f ∈ S(Rm), we can extend πu from S(Rm) to L∞(Rm). It is easy to
check that the following property holds:
πu(f1)πu(f2) = πu(f1f2), ∀ f1, f2 ∈ L∞(Rm).(6.3)
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If f ∈ L∞(Rm) and ξ ∈ H, then
uk11 · · · ukmm (πu(f)ξ) = πu(fk1,··· ,km)ξ(6.4)
where fk1,··· ,km(t) = f(t)(t1i)
k1 . . . (tmi)
km for any ki ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Then
we have
Lemma 6.1. If f ∈ S(Rm) and ξ ∈ H. Then πu(f)ξ ∈ H∞S with estimates
‖πu(f)ξ‖S,l ≤ Cf,l‖ξ‖, l ≥ 0.
If f ∈ S(Rm) and ξ ∈ H∞, for any v ∈ h we have
v(πu(f)ξ) =
∑
0≤j1,··· ,jm
≤dim G−1
cj1,··· ,jmπu(∂
j1
t1 · · · ∂jmtm f)(adj1u1 · · · adjmum(v)ξ).(6.5)
Further, for any vectors vi ∈ h, 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, ℓ ≤ s we have
vℓ · · · v2v1(πu(f)ξ) =
∑
0≤j1,1,··· ,jm,1,··· ,j1,m,··· ,jm,m
≤dimG−1
cj1,1,··· ,jm,1,··· ,j1,m,··· ,jm,m
· πu(∂j1t1 · · · ∂jmtm f)(vj1,1,··· ,jm,1 · · · vj1,m,··· ,jm,m)ξ,(6.6)
where jl =
∑ℓ
k=1 jl,k and vj1,l,··· ,jm,l = ad
j1,l
u1 · · · adjm,lum (vl), 1 ≤ l ≤ m.
We set
S˜(Rm) = {f ∈ C∞(Rm) : ∂j1t1 · · · ∂jmtm f ∈ L∞(Rm),∀ ji ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ m}.
Lemma 6.2. Suppose ξ ∈ Hs, s ≥ 1. If f ∈ S˜(Rm) then πu(f)ξ ∈ Hs with
‖πu(f)ξ‖ℓ ≤ Cf,ℓ‖ξ‖ℓ, 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ s.
Definition 6.3. For f ∈ C∞(Rm), we say that f is (a, b)-related to u if
f(t) = 1 for
∑m
i=1 t
2
i ≤ a2 and f(t) = 0 for
∑m
i=1 t
2
i ≥ b2.
Definition 6.4. v ∈ H is a (a, b)-u small vector if πu(f)v = v, for any f
(a, b)-related to u. If S = {e} or u = ∅ then any vector is (a, b) small.
Observation 6.5. If u = πu(f)v, where f is (a, b)-related to u. Then (6.3)
shows that u is (b, c)-A small for any c > b and any A ⊂ u.
6.2. The smoothing operator πu(a†f). For any a > 0 and a function
f : Rm → C, define
(a†f)(t) = f( t
a
).
We concentrate on the study of the operator πu(a†f) in this part. The next
result follow from (6.4) and 6.6:
Corollary 6.6. Fix f which is (1, 2)-related to u and a > 1. Then:
(1) If ξ ∈ H. Then πu(a†f)ξ ∈ H∞S with estimates
‖πu(a†f)ξ‖S,l ≤ Cf,lal‖ξ‖, l ≥ 0.
(2) If ξ ∈ Hs, s ≥ 0. Then πu(a†f)ξ ∈ Hs with estimates
‖πu(a†f)ξ‖ℓ ≤ Cf,ℓ‖ξ‖ℓ, 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ s.
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Lemma 6.7. Suppose f is (a, b)-related to u and ξ ∈ HsS. Also suppose
c > 1. Then
‖ξ − πu(c†f)ξ‖ ≤ Cs,f(ca)−s‖ξ‖S,s.
Proof. For set X ⊂ Rm we use IX to denote the characteristic function on
R
m. From (6.1) for any r > 0 we see that
m∑
i=1
‖usi ξ‖2 =
m∑
i=1
∫
”Rm |χi|2s‖ξχ‖2dµ(χ) ≥
m∑
i=1
∫
”Rm |χi|2sI2‖χ‖≥r‖ξχ‖2dµ(χ)
(1)
≥ C−1s r2s‖πu(I‖x‖≥r)ξ‖2.
Here in (1) we use (6.2).
This shows that for any r > 0,
|rs|‖πu(I‖x‖≥r)ξ‖ ≤ Cs‖ξ‖S,s.(6.7)
Hence we have
‖ξ − πu(c†f)ξ‖ (1)= ‖πu(1− c†f)ξ‖
(2)
≤ (‖f‖C0 + 1)‖πu(I‖x‖≥ca)ξ‖
(3)
≤ Cs,f(ca)−s‖ξ‖S,s.
Here in (1) we use (6.2); in (2) we use the fact that 1− c†f = 0 if ‖x‖ ≤ ca;
in (3) we use (6.7).

The next results show that the πu(a†f) operators provide globally smooth
vectors from those that are only smooth inside subgroups. This part plays
a crucial role in the construction of the approximation in Section 7.
Lemma 6.8. Suppose Q1 is a subgroup of H and Qi, 2 ≤ i ≤ n are abelian
subgroups of H of unipotent type which is isomorphic to Rmi. Fix ui which
is a set of generators of Lie(Qi); and choose fi which is (1, 2)-related to ui,
2 ≤ i ≤ n. We use CH(Qi) to denote the centralizer of Qi, 2 ≤ i ≤ n. Let
Q be the subgroup generated by Q1 and Qi, 2 ≤ i ≤ n. If:
(∗) Lie(Q) = ⊕ni=1Lie(Qi) (in the sense of linear space sum);
(∗∗) for any i, j ≥ 2 [Qi, Qj] ⊂ Qi(j) ⊂
⋂n
k=2CH(Qk), for some i(j) ≥ 2,
then for any ξ ∈ HsQ1, s ≥ 0 and a > 1, the vector
ξ′ = πu2(a†f2) · · · πun(a†fn)ξ
is in HsQ with estimates
‖ξ′‖Q,t ≤ Cf2,··· ,fn,t max
0≤k≤t
{ak‖ξ‖Q1,t−k}(6.8)
if t ≤ s; and
‖ξ′‖Q1,t ≤ Cf2,··· ,fn,t‖ξ‖Q1,t(6.9)
if t ≤ s.
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Proof. For any v ∈ Lie(Qj), 2 ≤ j ≤ n from (6.5) and assumption (∗∗) we
have
vπui(a†fi) =
∑
0≤j1,··· ,jm
≤dimG−1
a−δ(j1,··· ,jm)cj1,··· ,jmπui(a†fi,j1,··· ,jm)vj1,··· ,jm
+ πui(a†fi)v,(6.10)
where vj1,··· ,jm are inside
⋂n
k=2 Lie(CH(Qk)), δ(j1, · · · , jm) ∈ {0, 1} and fi,j1,··· ,jm
are δ-th partial derivatives of fi.
From the above equation and (6.4) we have the observation: (∗¯) the vector
vj22 πu2(a†f2)vj33 πu3(a†f3) · · · vjnn πun(a†fn)ξ,
where vi ∈ ∪nk=2Lie(Qk), is a linear combination of vectors of the forms:
akπu2(a†f˜2) · · · πun(a†f˜n)ξ
where f˜i ∈ S(Rmi), 2 ≤ i ≤ n are determined by fi and∑ni=2 ji (in fact they
are products of partial derivatives of fi up to order
∑n
i=2 ji and polynomials
up to degree
∑n
i=2 ji); and k ≤
∑n
i=2 ji.
For any u ∈ Lie(Q1), keeping using (6.10), assumption (∗) and (∗¯), we
see that: (∗¯∗) uξ′ is a linear combination of vectors of the forms:
alπu2(a†g2) · · · πun(a†gn)(u˜kξ)
where gi ∈ S(Rmi), 2 ≤ i ≤ n are determined by fi; k ∈ {0, 1}, l ≤ 0 and
u˜ ∈ Lie(Q1).
Keeping using (∗¯∗) we see that vt · · · v2v1ξ′ where vi ∈ Lie(Q1) is a linear
combination of vectors of the form:
alπu2(a†k2) · · · πun(a†kn)(w1 · · ·wjξ)
where ki ∈ S(Rmi), 2 ≤ i ≤ n are determined by fi and t, l ≤ 0, wi ∈
Lie(Q1), 1 ≤ i ≤ j with j ≤ t. By (2) of Corollary 6.6
‖alπu2(a†k2) · · · πun(a†kn)(w1 · · ·wjξ)‖
≤ Cf2,··· ,fn,t‖w1 · · ·wjξ‖
≤ Cf2,··· ,fn,t‖ξ‖Q1,t.
Hence we get (6.9).
Let {v1, · · · , vb}, b = dim(Lie(Q1)) be a basis of Lie(Q1). Without loss
of generality, we assume {u1, · · · , ul} ⊂ ∪nk=2Lie(Qk) is a basis of the linear
space Lie(Q2) + · · · + Lie(Qn). For any zi ∈ {v1, · · · , vb, u1, · · · , ul}, 1 ≤
i ≤ t, keeping using facts (∗¯) and (∗¯∗) we see that zt · · · z2z1ξ′ is a linear
combination of vectors of the form:
alπu2(a†h2) · · · πun(a†hn)(τ1 · · · τjξ)
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where hi ∈ S(Rmi), 2 ≤ i ≤ n are determined by fi and t; and τp ∈ Lie(Q1),
1 ≤ p ≤ j with j + l ≤ t. By (2) of Corollary 6.6
‖alπu2(a†h2) · · · πun(a†hn)(τ1 · · · τjξ)‖
≤ alCf2,··· ,fn,t‖τ1 · · · τjξ‖
≤ alCf2,··· ,fn,t‖ξ‖Q1,t−l.
Hence we get (6.8).

6.3. Applications of smoothing operator πu(a†f). In this part we present
various applications of Lemma 6.8.
Corollary 6.9. Suppose a > 1 and fǫ is (1, 2)-related to U
ǫ; and gǫ is (1, 2)-
related to Vǫ, where 1 ≤ ǫ ≤ q0. Also suppose {ǫ1, · · · , ǫq0} = {1, 2, · · · , q0}.
If ξ ∈ HsS1 , s ≥ 0, then:
(1) ξ′ = πVǫ1 (a†fǫ1)πVǫ2 (a†fǫ2) · · · πVǫq0 (a†fǫq0 )ξ ∈ HsS , with estimates
‖ξ′‖S,t ≤ Ct,f1,f2,··· ,fq0 max0≤k≤t{a
k‖ξ‖S1,t−k}
if t ≤ s;
(2) ξ′′ = πUǫ1 (a†gǫ1)πUǫ2 (a†gǫ2) · · · πUǫq0 (a†gǫq0 )ξ′ ∈ Hs with estimates:
‖ξ′′‖t ≤ Ct,g1,g2,··· ,gq0 max0≤k≤t{a
k‖ξ′‖S,t−k}
≤ Ct,g1,··· ,gq0 ,f1,··· ,fq0 max0≤k≤t{a
k‖ξ‖S1,t−k}
if t ≤ s.
Proof. To prove (1), let Q1 = S1, Qi = exp(V
ǫi−1), 2 ≤ i ≤ q0+1 and Q = S.
To prove (2), let Q1 = S, Qi = exp(Uǫi−1), 2 ≤ i ≤ q0 + 1 and Q = G. By
Observation 3.3 the conditions in Lemma 6.8 are satisfied. Then (1) follows
from Lemma 6.8 immediately. For (2) we have
‖ξ′′‖t ≤ Ct,g1,g2,··· ,g8 max
0≤k≤t
{ak‖ξ′‖S,t−k}
(a)
≤ Ct,g1,··· ,g8,f1,··· ,f8 max
0≤k≤t
{ak‖ξ‖S0,t−k}, t ≤ s.
Here in (a) we use (1). Hence we get (2). 
Corollary 6.10. Assume |E0| = 1. We assume notations in Corollary
6.9. Suppose η ∈ HsJ , s ≥ 0. Then η′ = πUǫ(a†fǫ)η ∈ HsJ (resp. η′ =
πVǫ(a†gǫ)η ∈ HsJ ) for any 1 ≤ ǫ ≤ q0 with estimates
‖η′‖J ,t ≤ Ct,fǫ,gǫ‖η‖J ,t
if t ≤ s.
Proof. We note that the subgroups generated by J and Cǫ are J ×Cǫ, where
C stands for U or V. Then the result follows from (6.9) of Lemma 6.8.

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Assume |E0| = 2 and a > 1. Suppose f iǫ is (1, 2)-related to Uǫi ; and giǫ is
(1, 2)-related to Vǫi , where 1 ≤ ǫ ≤ q0, i = 1, 2. Then:
Corollary 6.11. We assume notations in Corollary 6.9.
(1) Suppose η ∈ HsJ , s ≥ 0. Then η′ = πUǫi (a†f iǫ)η ∈ HsJ (resp. η′ =
πVǫ
i
(a†giǫ)η ∈ HsJ ) with estimates
‖η′‖J ,t ≤ Ct,f iǫ ,giǫ‖η‖J ,t, i = 1, 2
if t ≤ s;
(2) Suppose η ∈ HsS1, s ≥ 0. Then the vector
η′ = πVǫ11
(a†f1ǫ1)πVǫ12 (a†f
2
ǫ1
) · · · π
V
ǫq0
1
(a†f1ǫq0 )πVǫq02 (a†f
2
ǫq0
)η
is in HsS ; and the vector
η′′ = πUǫ11
(a†g1ǫ1)πUǫ12 (a†g
2
ǫ1
) · · · π
U
ǫq0
1
(a†g1ǫq0 )πUǫq02 (a†g
2
ǫq0
)η′
is in Hs with estimates
‖η′‖S,t ≤ Ct,f11 ,f21 ,··· ,f1q0 ,f2q0 max0≤k≤t{a
k‖η‖S1,t−k}, and
‖η′′‖t ≤ Ct,g11 ,g21··· ,g1q0 ,g2q0 ,f11 ,f21 ,··· ,f1q0 ,f2q0 max0≤k≤t{a
k‖η‖S1,t−k}
if t ≤ s.
Proof. (1) is a direct consequence of (6.9) of Lemma 6.8 by noting that
the subgroups generated by J and Cǫi are J ⋉ Cǫi , where C stands for U or
V. To prove the first part of (2), let Q1 = S1, Q2i = V
ǫi
1 , Q2i+1 = V
ǫi
2 ,
1 ≤ i ≤ q0, and Q = S; for the second part, let Q1 = S, Q2i = Uǫi1 ,
Q2i+1 = U
ǫi
2 , 1 ≤ i ≤ q0, and Q = G. Then the results follow from Lemma
6.8 immediately. 
Next, we study almost cohomological equations in the extended repre-
sentation g(O). It is natural to extend the action of smoothing operators
πu(a†f) to g(O) by considering the action on coordinate vectors. We assume
notations in Corollary 6.9.
Lemma 6.12. Assume |E0| = 2. Suppose pi, w ∈ g(O)s, s ≥ σ0 (see
Proposition 5.5), pi is (a, b)-C
ǫ small vectors (see Definition 6.4), and hi is
(1, 2)-related to Cǫi, i = 1, 2 for some 1 ≤ ǫ ≤ q0. If
(v1+adv1)p2 − (v2 + adv2)p1 = w, and(6.11)
p1 = (v1 + adv1)η +R
where η ∈ g(O)sJ , then we have
pi = (vi + advi)πCǫ2(b†h2)πCǫ1(b†h1)η +Ri, i = 1, 2,
with estimates
‖R1, R2‖J ,t ≤ Ct,h1,h2‖w,R‖J ,t+σ0
if t ≤ s− σ0.
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Proof. We note that: (∗) vi commutes with Cǫi , i = 1, 2. Since p1 is (a, b)-Cǫ
small, we have
p1
(1)
= πCǫ1(b†h1)p1
(2)
= (v1+adv1)πCǫ1(b†h1)η + πCǫ1(b†h1)R.(6.12)
Here in (1) we use Observation 6.5, in (2) we use (∗).
Set
p2 − (v2 + adv2)πCǫ1(b†h1)η = R′.(6.13)
We substitute the above expressions for pi, i = 1, 2 into (6.11). Then we
have
(v1 + adv1)R′ = (v2 + adv2)
Ä
πCǫ1(b†h1)R
ä
+w.
The above equation gives
‖R′‖J ,t
(3)
≤ Ct‖w, πCǫ1(b†h1)R‖J ,t+ 52 dim g+1
(4)
≤ Ct,h1‖w,R‖J ,t+ 52 dim g+1(6.14)
t ≤ s − 52 dim g − 1. Here in (3) we use Corollary 5.3; in (4) we use (1) of
Corollary 6.11.
From (6.13), similar to (6.12) we have
p2 − (v2 + adv2)πCǫ2(b†h2)πCǫ1(b†h1)η = πCǫ2(b†h2)R′.(6.15)
Set
R2 = πCǫ2(b†h2)R′.
Then we have
‖R2‖J ,t
(5)
≤ Ct,h2‖R′‖J ,t
(6)
≤ Ct,h1,h2‖w,R‖J ,t+ 52 dim g+1(6.16)
t ≤ s − 52 dim g − 1. Here in (5) we use (1) of Corollary 6.11; in (6) we use
(6.14).
Set
p1 − (v1 + adv1)πCǫ2(b†h2)πCǫ1(b†h1)η = R1.
We substitute the expressions for pi, i = 1, 2 from the above and (6.15) into
(6.11). Then we have
(v2 + adv2)R1 = (v1 + adv1)R2 −w.
By Corollary 5.3 we have∥∥∥R1∥∥∥
J ,t
≤ Ct‖w,R2‖J ,t+ 52 dim g+1
(7)
≤ Ct,h1,h2‖w,R‖J ,t+5 dim g+2
for any t ≤ s− 5 dim g− 2. Here in (7) we use (6.16).
It is clear that σ0 > 5 dim g+ 2. Hence we finish the proof.
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7. Construction of global splittings
Next theorem is the central part of the global splitting argument. Set
B = U ∪E0 ∪B1, where
B1 = {v ∈ g : v is nilpotent, and commutes with U and E0}.
Theorem 7.1. Set ̺ = max{(2q0+1)σ0+1+2β, λβ+λ1+1+2β} (see (3.5),
Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 5.5). Then for any a > 1 and any pv ∈ g(O)s,
s ≥ ̺, v ∈ B, if
(v + adv)pu − (u+ adu)pv = wv,u(7.1)
where v, u ∈ B, there exist ω, Ru ∈ g(O)s−̺, u ∈ B such that
pu = (u+ adu)ω +Ru
with estimates: for all u ∈ B
‖ω,Ru‖t+β ≤ Ct max
0≤k≤t+̺
{ak‖p‖t+̺−k}
if t ≤ s− ̺; and
‖Ru‖β ≤ Cs max
0≤k≤s−̺+1
{ak‖p‖s−k}
̺
s − ̺
Ä
‖w‖̺}+ a̺ − s‖p‖s
ä1− ̺s − ̺
+ C‖w‖̺
where ‖p‖t = maxv∈B{‖pv‖t} and ‖w‖t = maxu, v∈B{‖wv,u‖t}.
7.1. Proof of Theorem 7.1 when G 6= G1. In this case, E0 = {v}. In
Step 1 and Step 2 we still use v ∈ E0 instead of v since the same notations
are used in the first two steps of the proof for G = G1.
We observe that:
v commutes with all elements of Uǫ and Vǫ, 2 ≤ ǫ ≤ q0.(7.2)
Step 1: Reducing to the case of (a, 2a)-V and (a, 2a)-U-small vectors.
Fix fi which is (
1
2 , 1)-U
i small and gi which is (
1
2 , 1)-V
i small, 1 ≤ i ≤ q0.
We define a sequence of vectors: for 1 ≤ i ≤ q0
pv,i = πˆUi(a†fi)pv,i−1 and pv,i+q0 = πˆVi(a†gi)pv,i−1+q0 ,(7.3)
where pv,0 = pv.
It follows from (2) of Corollary 6.6 that
‖pv,i‖t ≤ Ct‖p‖t, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2q0(7.4)
if t ≤ s; and by Lemma 6.7 we have
‖pv,i−1 − pv,i‖ ≤ Csa−s‖p‖s, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2q0.(7.5)
Hence we have: for any v ∈ B and 1 ≤ i ≤ 2q0
‖pv,i − pv‖t
(1)
≤ Ct,s‖pv,i − pv‖1 − ts ‖pv,i − pv‖
t
s
s
(2)
≤ Ct,sat− s‖p‖s(7.6)
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if t ≤ s. Here in (1) we use interpolation inequalities; in (2) we use (7.4)
and (7.5).
For any u, v ∈ B set
(v + adv)pu,i − (u+ adu)pv,i = wv,u,i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2q0.(7.7)
Then we have: for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2q0
‖wv,u,i‖t ≤ ‖wv,u‖t + C‖pv,i − pv‖t+1 + C‖pu,i − pu‖t+1
(3)
≤ ‖w‖t + Ct,sat+ 1− s‖p‖s(7.8)
if t ≤ s. Here in (3) we use (7.6).
Step 2: Existence of S1 splitting for v ∈ B0. From (7.7) we have
(v + adv)pU,2q0 − (U + adU )pv,2q0 = wv,U,2q0 , v ∈ E0.(7.9)
By Proposition 5.5 there exists η ∈ g(O)s−σ0S1 with estimates
‖η‖S1,t ≤ Ct‖pU,2q0 , pv,2q0‖t+σ0 , t ≤ s− σ0(7.10)
such that
Ev = pv,2q0 − (v + adv)η, v ∈ E0,(7.11)
with estimates
‖Ev‖J ,t ≤ Ct‖wv,U,2q0‖t+σ0 , v ∈ E0,(7.12)
if t ≤ s− σ0.
Step 3: Existence of S splitting for v ∈ E0. Recall E0 = {v}. From
(7.3) by Observation 6.5 we see that: for 1 ≤ i ≤ q0 and any b > a
pv,i is (a, b)− Ui small and pv,i+q0 is (a, b)−Vi small, v ∈ B.(7.13)
Set c = 2a. From (7.11) we have
πVq0 (c†gq0)Ev
(1)
= πVq0 (c†gq0)pv,2q0 − (v+ adv)πVq0 (c†gq0)η
(2)
= pv,2q0 − (v+ adv)πVq0 (c†gq0)η.(7.14)
Here in (1) we use (7.2); in (2) we use (7.13).
For pv,2q0−1 we have
pv,2q0−1 = pv,2q0 − (pv,2q0 − pv,2q0−1)
(3)
= (v+ adv)πVq0 (c†gq0)η + πVq0 (c†gq0)Ev − (pv,2q0 − pv,2q0−1).
Here in (3) we use (7.14).
From the above equation for pv,2q0−1, by (7.13), similar to (7.14) we have
pv,2q0−1 = (v+ adv)πVq0−1(c†gq0−1)πVq0 (c†gq0)η
+ πVq0−1(c†gq0−1)πVq0 (c†gq0)Ev
− πVq0−1(c†gq0−1)(pv,2q0 − pv,2q0−1).
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For any 1 ≤ i ≤ q0 − 1 set
ηi = πVq0−i(c†gq0−i) · · · πVq0 (c†gq0)η
and
Rv,i = πVq0−i(c†gq0−i) · · · πVq0 (c†gq0)Ev
+
i∑
j=1
πVq0−i(c†gq0−i) · · · πVq0−j(c†gq0−j)(pv,2q0−j+1 − pv,2q0−j).
Inductively, we can show that: for any 1 ≤ i ≤ q0 − 1
pv,2q0−i = (v+ adv)ηi +Rv,i.
Especially we have
pv,q0+1 = (v+ adv)ηq0−1 +Rv,q0−1.(7.15)
It follows from Corollary 6.9 that ηq0−1 ∈ g(O)s−σ0S with estimates
‖ηq0−1‖S,t ≤ Ct max
0≤k≤t
{ck‖η‖S1,t−k}
(4)
≤ Ct max
0≤k≤t
{ak‖pU,2q0 , pv,2q0‖t−k+σ0}
(5)
≤ Ct max
0≤k≤t
{ak‖p‖t−k+σ0}(7.16)
if t ≤ s− σ0. Here in (4) we use (7.10); in (5) we use (7.4).
By Corollary 6.10 we see that Rv,q0−1 ∈ g(O)s−σ0J with estimates
‖Rv,q0−1‖J ,t
(6)
≤ Ct‖Ev‖J ,t + Ct
q0−1∑
j=1
‖pv,2q0−j+1 − pv,2q0−j‖t
(7)
≤ Ct‖wv,U,2q0‖t+σ0 +Ct,sat − s‖p‖s
(8)
≤ Ct‖w‖t+σ0 + Ct,sat+ σ0 + 1− s‖p‖s(7.17)
if t ≤ s − σ0. Here in (6) we use (2) of Corollary 6.6 and Corollary 6.10; in
(7) we use (7.12) and (7.6); in (8) we use (7.8).
Step 4: Existence of global splitting for v ∈ B0. In this step, we
will follow the same proof line as in Step 3. For pv,q0 we have
pv,q0 = pv,q0+1 − (pv,q0+1 − pv,q0)
(1)
= (v+ adv)ηq0−1 +Rv,q0−1 − (pv,q0+1 − pv,q0).
Here in (1) we use (7.15).
By using (7.13) similar to (7.14) we have
pv,q0 = (v+ adv)πUq0 (c†fq0)ηq0−1 + πUq0 (c†fq0)Rv,q0−1
− πUq0 (c†fq0)(pv,q0+1 − pv,q0).
For any 0 ≤ i ≤ q0 − 1 set
ηq0+i = πUq0−i(c†fq0−i) · · · πUq0 (c†fq0)ηq0−1
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and
Rv,q0+i = πUq0−i(c†fq0−i) · · · πˆUq0 (c†fq0)Rv,q0−1
+
i∑
j=0
πUq0−i(c†fq0−i) · · · πUq0−j (c†fq0−j)(pv,q0−j+1 − pv,q0−j).
Inductively, we can show that: for any 0 ≤ i ≤ q0 − 1
pv,q0−i = (v+ adv)ηq0+i +Rv,q0+i.
Especially we have
pv,1 = (v+ adv)η2q0−1 +Rv,2q0−1.(7.18)
It follows from Corollary 6.9 that η2q0−1 ∈ g(O)s−σ0 with estimates
‖η2q0−1‖t ≤ Ct max
0≤k≤t
{ck‖ηq0−1‖S,t−k}
(2)
≤ Ct max
0≤k≤t
{ak‖p‖t−k+σ0},(7.19)
if t ≤ s− σ0. Here in (2) we use (7.16).
By Corollary 6.10 we see that Rv,2q0−1 ∈ g(O)s−σ0J with estimates
‖Rv,2q0−1‖J ,t
(3)
≤ Ct‖Rv,q0−1‖J ,t + Ct
q0−1∑
j=0
‖pv,q0−j+1 − pv,q0−j‖t
(4)
≤ Ct‖w‖t+σ0 +Ct,sat + σ0 + 1− s‖p‖s(7.20)
if t ≤ s − σ0. Here in (3) we use (2) of Corollary 6.6 and Corollary 6.10; in
(4) we use (7.17) and (7.6).
We note that
pv = pv,1 − (pv,1 − pv).
By (7.18) we have
pv = (v+ adv)ω +Rv.(7.21)
where
Rv = Rv,2q0−1 − (pv,1 − pv), ω = η2q0−1.
As a direct consequence of (7.20) and (7.6) we have
‖Rv‖J ,t ≤ Ct‖w‖t+σ0 +Ct,sat + σ0 + 1− s‖p‖s(7.22)
if t ≤ s− σ0.
Step 5: Existence of global splitting for v ∈ B. Set
Rv = pv − (v + adv)ω, v ∈ B.(7.23)
It follows from (7.19) that
‖Rv‖t ≤ ‖pv , ω‖t+1 ≤ Ct max
0≤k≤t+1
{ak‖p‖t+1−k+σ0}.(7.24)
if t ≤ s− σ0 − 1.
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From (7.1) and (7.23) we have
(v+ adv)Rv = wv,v + (v + adv)Rv, v ∈ B.(7.25)
It follows from Theorem 2.4 that
‖Rv‖β ≤ C‖wv,v + (v + adv)Rv‖λβ+λ1
≤ Ct‖w‖̺ + ‖Rv‖̺
(1)
≤ C‖w‖̺ + Cs‖Rv‖1−
̺
s − ̺‖Rv‖
̺
s − ̺
s−̺
(2)
≤ Cs max
0≤k≤s−̺+1
{ak‖p‖s−k}
̺
s− ̺ (‖w‖̺ + a̺− s‖p‖s)1−
̺
s − ̺
+ C‖w‖̺.(7.26)
Here in (1) we use interpolation inequalities; and in (2) we use (7.22) and
(7.24). Hence we finish the proof.
7.2. Proof of Theorem 7.1 when G = G1. We repeat Step 1 to Step 2
in Section 7.1. Fix hǫ which is (1, 2)-related to U
ǫ
1. It is clear that: (∗) hǫ is
also (1, 2)-related to Cǫi , where C stands for U and V, i = 1, 2.
From (7.11) we have
Ev1 = pv1,2q0 − (v1 + adv1)η(7.27)
where η ∈ Hs−σ0S1 .
By (∗) (at the beginning of Section 7.2), for 0 ≤ i ≤ q0 − 1 we set
ηi = πVq0−i1
(c†hq0−i)πVq0−i2 (c†hq0−i) · · · πVq01 (c†hq0)πVq02 (c†hq0)η.
By (1) of Corollary 6.11 we have
ηi ∈ Hs−σ0J , 0 ≤ i ≤ q0 − 1.(7.28)
Step 3: Existence of S splitting for v ∈ E0. Recall E0 = {v1, v2}.
From (7.7) we have
(v1 + adv1)pv2,k − (v2 + adv2)pv1,k = wv1,v2,k, 1 ≤ k ≤ 2q0.(7.29)
We consider the above equation by letting k = 2q0. By (7.13) and (7.27), it
follows from Lemma 6.12 that
pvi,2q0 − (vi + advi)πVq01 (c†hq0)πVq02 (c†hq0)η = Ri,2q0 , i = 1, 2(7.30)
with estimates∥∥∥Ri,2q0∥∥∥J ,t ≤ Ct‖wv1,v2,2q0 , Ev1‖J ,t+σ0
(1)
≤ Ct‖wv1,v2,2q0 ,wv,U,2q0‖J ,t+2σ0
(2)
≤ Ct,s‖w‖t+2σ0 + Ct,sat + 2σ0 + 1− s‖p‖s(7.31)
for any t ≤ s− 2σ0, i = 1, 2. Here in (1) we use (7.12); in (2) we use (7.8).
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For pvi,2q0−1, i = 1, 2 we have
pvi,2q0−1 = pvi,2q0 − (pvi,2q0 − pvi,2q0−1)
(3)
= (vi + advi)η0 +Ri,2q0 − (pvi,2q0 − pvi,2q0−1).(7.32)
Here in (3) we use (7.30).
We consider the equation (7.29) by letting k = 2q0 − 1, as well as the
equation (7.32). We note that in (7.32) η0 ∈ Hs−σ0J , see (7.28). By (7.13)
and Lemma 6.12, we have
pvi,2q0−1 − (vi + advi)η1 = Ri,2q0−1, i = 1, 2,
with estimates∥∥∥Ri,2q0−1∥∥∥J ,t
≤ Ct‖wv1,v2,2q0−1, Ri,2q0 − (pvi,2q0 − pvi,2q0−1)‖J ,t+σ0
(4)
≤ Ct,s‖w‖t+3σ0 + Ct,sat+ 3σ0 + 1− s‖p‖s
for any t ≤ s− 3σ0, i = 1, 2. Here in (4) we use (7.31), (7.6) and (7.8).
Next, we proceed by induction. Fix 1 ≤ l ≤ q0 − 2. Suppose
pvi,2q0−j − (vi + advi)ηj = Ri,2q0−j , i = 1, 2(7.33)
with estimates∥∥∥Ri,2q0−j∥∥∥J ,t ≤ Ct,s‖w‖t+2σ0+jσ0 + Ct,sat+ 2σ0 + jσ0 + 1− s‖p‖s(7.34)
if t ≤ s− 2σ0 − jσ0 and 1 ≤ j ≤ l.
For p
vi,2q0−l−1, i = 1, 2 we have
p
vi,2q0−l−1 = pvi,2q0−l − (pvi,2q0−l − pvi,2q0−l−1)
(3)
= (vi + advi)ηl +Ri,2q0−l − (pvi,2q0−l − pvi,2q0−l−1).(7.35)
Here in (3) we use (7.33).
We consider the equation (7.29) by letting k = 2q0−l−1 and the equation
(7.35). We note that in (7.32) ηl ∈ Hs−σ0J , see (7.28). By (7.13) and Lemma
6.12, we have
p
vi,2q0−l−1 − (vi + advi)ηl+1 = Ri,2q0−l−1, i = 1, 2,
with estimates∥∥∥Ri,2q0−l−1∥∥∥J ,t
≤ Ct‖wv1,v2,2q0−l−1, Ri,2q0−l − (pvi,2q0−l − pvi,2q0−l−1)‖J ,t+σ0
(4)
≤ Ct,s‖w‖t+2σ0+(l+1)σ0 + Ct,sat+ 2σ0 + (l+ 1)σ0 + 1− s‖p‖s
for any t ≤ s− 2σ0 − (l+1)σ0, i = 1, 2. Here in (4) we use (7.34), (7.6) and
(7.8). Then we proved the case of l + 1 and thus finish the proof.
Hence we have
pvi,q0+1 − (vi + advi)ηq0−1 = Ri,q0+1, i = 1, 2(7.36)
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with estimates∥∥∥Ri,q0+1∥∥∥J ,t ≤ Ct,s‖w‖t+σ1 + Ct,sat+ σ1 + 1− s‖p‖s(7.37)
if t ≤ s− σ1, where σ1 = (q0 + 1)σ0.
By (2) of Corollary 6.11 we have
‖ηq0−1‖S,t ≤ Ct max
0≤k≤t
{ck‖η‖S1,t−k}
(5)
≤ Ct max
0≤k≤t
{ck‖pU,2q0 , pv,2q0‖t+σ0−k}
(6)
≤ Ct max
0≤k≤t
{ak‖p‖t+σ0−k}(7.38)
if t ≤ s− σ0. Here in (5) we use (7.10); in (6) we use (7.4).
Step 4: Existence of global splitting for v ∈ E0. In this step, we
will follow the same proof line as in Step 3. For pvi,q0 , i = 1, 2 we have
pvi,q0 = pvi,q0+1 − (pvi,q0+1 − pvi,q0)
(1)
= (vi + advi)ηq0−1 +Rvi,q0+1 − (pvi,q0+1 − pvi,q0).(7.39)
Here in (1) we use (7.36).
For 0 ≤ i ≤ q0 − 1, we set
ηq0+i = πUq0−i1
(c†hq0−i)πUq0−i2 (c†hq0−i) · · · πUq01 (c†hq0)πUq02 (c†hq0)ηq0−1.
By (1) of Corollary 6.11 we have
ηq0+i ∈ Hs−σ0J , 0 ≤ i ≤ q0 − 1.(7.40)
We consider the equation (7.29) by letting k = q0 and the equation (7.39).
We note that ηq0−1 ∈ Hs−σ0S , see (7.38). By using (7.13) and Lemma 6.12,
we have
pvi,q0 = (vi + advi)ηq0 +Rvi,q0 , i = 1, 2,
with estimates:∥∥∥Rvi,q0∥∥∥J ,t
≤ Ct‖wv1,v2,q0 , Rvi,q0+1 − (pvi,q0+1 − pvi,q0)‖J ,t+σ0
(2)
≤ Ct,s‖w‖t+σ0+σ1 + Ct,sat+ σ0 + σ1 + 1− s‖p‖s,
for any t ≤ s− σ1 − σ0. Here in (2) we use (7.8), (7.6) and (7.37).
Inductively, following the same proof line as in Step 3 (we keep using
the equation (7.29), facts (7.40) and (7.13), and Lemma 6.12), we can show
that: for any 1 ≤ j ≤ q0 − 1,
pvi,q0−j = (vi + advi)ηq0+j +Rv,q0−j, i = 1, 2(7.41)
with estimates
‖Rv,q0−j‖J ,t ≤ Ct,s‖w‖t+(j+1)σ0+σ1 + Ct,sat+ (j + 1)σ0 + σ1 + 1− s‖p‖s(7.42)
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for any t ≤ s− σ1 − (j + 1)σ0.
In (7.41) letting j = q0 − 1 we have
pvi,1 = (vi + advi)η2q0−1 +Rvi,1, i = 1, 2.(7.43)
By (2) of Corollary 6.11 we have
‖η2q0−1‖t ≤ Ct max
0≤k≤t
{ck‖ηq0−1‖S,t−k}
(3)
≤ Ct max
0≤k≤t
{ak‖p‖t+σ0−k}(7.44)
if t ≤ s− σ0. Here in (3) we use and (7.38).
In (7.42) by letting j = q0 − 1 we have
‖Rvi,1‖t ≤ Ct,s‖w‖t+σ2 + Ct,sat+ σ2 + 1− s‖p‖s.(7.45)
if t ≤ s− σ2, where σ2 = σ1 + q0σ0.
Note that
pvi = pvi,1 − (pvi,1 − pvi), i = 1, 2.
By (7.43) we have
pvi = (vi + advi)ω +Rvi , i = 1, 2,(7.46)
where
ω = η2q0−1, Rvi = Rvi,1 − (pvi,1 − pvi), i = 1, 2.
As a direct consequence of (7.45) and (7.6) we have
‖Rvi‖J ,t ≤ Ct,s‖w‖t+σ2 + Ct,sat+ σ2 + 1− s‖p‖s(7.47)
if t ≤ s− σ2 and i = 1, 2.
Step 5: Existence of global splitting for v ∈ B. Finally, we repeat
Step 5 of Section 7.1. Similar to (7.24), from (7.44) we see that
‖Rv‖t ≤ ‖pv , ω‖t+1 ≤ Ct max
0≤k≤t+1
{ak‖p‖t+1−k+σ0}, v ∈ B(7.48)
if t ≤ s− σ0 − 1.
Similar to (7.26) for v ∈ B we have
‖Rv‖β ≤ Ct‖w‖̺ + ‖Rv1‖̺
≤ C‖w‖̺ + Cs‖Rv1‖1−
̺
s − ̺‖Rv1‖
̺
s− ̺
s−̺
(1)
≤ Cs max
0≤k≤s−̺+1
{ak‖p‖s−k}
̺
s − ̺ ·
Ä
‖w‖̺ + a̺ − s‖p‖s
ä1− ̺
s− ̺
+C‖w‖̺.
Here in (1) we use (7.48) and (7.47). Hence we finish the proof.
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7.3. Main estimate. Using the Sobolev embedding theorem (see (3.5)) we
translate estimates for Theorem 7.1 to those in Cm norms that are used in
our iteration process.
Corollary 7.2. For any a > 1 and s ≥ ̺, and any pv ∈ Vect∞(X ), v ∈ B
satisfying Ave(pv) = 0, v ∈ B, if
Lvpu − Lupv = wv,u
where v, u ∈ B, there exist ω, Ru ∈ Vect∞(X ), u ∈ B satisfying Ave(ω) = 0
and Ave(Ru) = 0, v ∈ B such that
pu = Luω +Ru
with estimates: for all u ∈ B
‖ω,Ru‖Cr ≤ Cr max
0≤k≤r+̺
{ak‖p‖Cr+̺−k}
if t ≤ s− ̺; and
‖Ru‖C0 ≤ Cs max
0≤k≤s−̺+1
{ak‖p‖Cs−k}
̺
s − ̺
Ä
‖w‖C̺ + a̺ − s‖p‖Cs
ä1− ̺s − ̺
+C‖w‖C̺ ,
where ‖p‖Ct = maxv∈B{‖pv‖Ct} and ‖w‖t = maxu, v∈B{‖wv,u‖Ct}.
8. Convergence
8.1. Iterative step and the error estimate. In this part we show that
given a perturbation of the action αA satisfying a certain set of conditions,
one constructs a conjugacy such that the new action satisfies another set of
conditions. Suppose αA is generated by vectors fields E = (E1, E2 · · · ) and
D ⊆ E (see Section 3.6). We recall notations in Section 3.2.
Proposition 8.1. There exists 0 < c¯ < 1 such that the following holds: for
any t > 1 and l ≥ ̺, any perturbation α˜A of αA generated by C∞ vector
fields E˜ = E+p, where ‖p‖C1 ≤ c¯, there is a linear map T on Lie(A), g ∈ G
and h ∈ Vect∞(X ) such that for
h = Ψ−1g ◦ exp(h) and E˜(1) = T (h∗E˜) = E + p(1)
where Ψg denotes the diffeomorphism on X induced by the left translation
of g on G, we have:
(I) ‖h‖Cr ≤ Crt̺‖p‖Cr + Crmax̺≤k≤r+̺{tk‖p‖Cr+̺−k}, r ≤ l;
(II) ‖T − I‖ ≤ C‖p‖C0 ≤ Cc¯, ‖g − I‖ ≤ C‖p‖C0 ≤ Cc¯ and
‖h− I‖C1 ≤ Ct̺‖p‖C1 + C max
̺≤k≤1+̺
{tk‖p‖C1+̺−k};
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(III) the estimate for ‖p(1)‖C0 holds:
‖p(1)‖C0 ≤ Cl max
0≤k≤l−̺+1
{tk‖p‖Cl−k}
̺
l − ̺
·
Ä
‖p‖C0‖p‖C̺+1 + t̺ + 1− l‖p‖Cl
ä1− ̺
l − ̺
+ Ct2(1+̺)‖p‖2C1+̺ + Clt̺+ 1 − l‖p‖Cl ;
(IV) if ‖p‖C̺+1 ≤ c¯ and t is well chosen such that
Ct̺‖p‖C1 + C max
̺≤k≤1+̺
{tk‖p‖C1+̺−k} < c¯
then we have ‖h‖Cr ≤ c¯ (see (I)) and
‖p(1)‖Cl ≤ Cl(t̺‖p‖Cl + 1) + Cl max
̺≤k≤l+̺
{tk‖p‖Cl+̺−k}.
Proof. Set B = {E1, E2, · · · }. For any u ∈ B set
pu = stpu + (I − st)pu,
p′u = stpu −Ave(stpu).
We write
Lvp′u − Lup′v = wu,v, v, u ∈ B.(8.1)
Then for r ≤ l − 1:
‖w‖Cr ≤ Cr‖M(stp)‖Cr + ‖M(Ave(stp))‖
≤ Cr(‖M(p)‖Cr + ‖M((I − st)p)‖Cr )
+ C(‖M(Ave(p))‖ + ‖M(Ave((I − st)p))‖)
(0)
≤ Cr‖p‖C0‖p‖Cr+1 + Cr,lt−(l−r−1)‖p‖Cl(8.2)
Here in (0) we use Lemma 3.1 and (3.4).
Set a = t. From (8.1) by Corollary 7.2 we see that there exist h, Rv ∈
Vect∞(X ), v ∈ B such that
p′v = Lvh+Rv, v ∈ B
with estimates: for any r ≤ l
‖h,R‖Cr ≤ Cr max
0≤k≤r+̺
{ak‖p′‖Cr+̺−k}
(1)
≤ Cr max
0≤k≤̺
{akt̺−k‖p‖Cr}+ Cr max
̺≤k≤r+̺
{ak‖p‖Cr+̺−k}
≤ Crt̺‖p‖Cr + Cr max
̺≤k≤r+̺
{tk‖p‖Cr+̺−k};(8.3)
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and
‖R‖C0 ≤ Cl max
0≤k≤l−̺+1
{tk‖p′‖Cl−k}
̺
l − ̺
·
Ä
‖w‖C̺ + t̺− l‖p′‖Cl
ä1− ̺
l− ̺ + C‖w‖C̺
(2)
≤ Cl max
0≤k≤l−̺+1
{tk‖p‖Cl−k}
̺
l − ̺
·
Ä
‖p‖C0‖p‖C̺+1 + t̺ + 1− l‖p‖Cl
ä1− ̺
l − ̺
+ C‖p‖C0‖p‖C̺+1 + Clt−(l−̺−1)‖p‖Cl(8.4)
Here in (1) we use (3.3); in (2) we use (3.3) and (8.2).
Next, we consider Ave(p) which determines the coordinate change T and
the inner automorphism of the vector fields. By Lemma 3.1 and (3.2) we
have
‖M(Ave(p) + AdgE)‖ ≤ C‖p‖C0‖p‖C1 .(8.5)
It follows from Proposition 3.2 that there exists a linear map T on Lie(A)
and g ∈ G uch that:
‖T − I‖+ ‖g − I‖ ≤ C‖Ave(p)‖ ≤ C‖p‖C0(8.6)
and
‖T
Ä
Ave(p) + E
ä
−AdgE‖
≤ C‖M(Ave(p) + E)‖+ C‖Ave(p)‖2
(3)
≤ C‖p‖C0‖p‖C1 .(8.7)
Here in (3) we use (8.5).
Then (I) and (II) follow from the above discussion immediately.
We set h1 = exp(h). We assume that c¯ is sufferably small such that h is
inventible. For r ≤ l, we have
‖p(1)‖Cr ≤ ‖T ((h1)∗E˜)− T
Ä
Ave(p) + E
ä
‖Cr
+ ‖T
Ä
Ave(p) + E
ä
−AdgE‖
(4)
≤ C‖(h1)∗E˜ − (Ave(p) + E)‖Cr + C‖p‖C0‖p‖C1 .(8.8)
Here (4) is from (8.7) and (II).
(8.8) shows that to get the C0 norm of the new error it suffices to get the
C0 norm of
W = (h1)∗(E + p)− (Ave(p) + E).
We also have
W = p+ [h, E] + [h, p] −Ave(p) +WL
= R−Ave
Ä
(I − st)p
ä
+ [h, p] + (I − st)p+WL,
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where
WL = (h1)∗(E + p)− (E + p)− [h, E + p]
is the error of linearization.
We have
‖WL‖C0 ≤ C‖h‖C1‖h‖C1‖E + p‖C1
(5)
≤ C
Ä
t̺‖p‖C1 + max
̺≤k≤1+̺
{tk‖p‖C1+̺−k}
ä2
≤ Ct2(1+̺)‖p‖2C1+̺ .(8.9)
Further, we have
‖[h, p] −Ave
Ä
(I − st)p
ä
+ (I − st)p‖C0
(6)
≤ Ct̺‖p‖2C1 + C max
̺≤k≤1+̺
{tk‖p‖C1‖p‖C1+̺−k}+ Clt−l‖p‖Cl
≤ Ct1+̺‖p‖C1‖p‖C1+̺ + Clt−l‖p‖Cl .(8.10)
Here in (5) we use (8.3) and the assumption ‖p‖C1 ≤ c¯; (6) is from (3.2),
(8.3) and (3.4). Then the bound of C0 norm is a direct consequence of (8.4),
(8.9), (8.10).
For the C l norm of p(1), we only need to have a “linear” bound with
respect to the corresponding norm of the old error ‖p(1)‖Cl . From (8.8) we
have
‖p(1)‖Cl ≤ C‖(h1)∗E˜‖Cl + C‖p‖C1
(6)
≤ Cl(‖ω‖Cl + ‖p‖Cl + 1)
(7)
≤ Cl(t̺‖p‖Cl + 1) + Cl max
̺≤k≤r+̺
{tk‖p‖Cr+̺−k}.
Here in (6) we use the fact that ‖h, p‖C1 ≤ c¯ < 1; in (7) we use (8.3). Hence
we get the C l norm of p(1). 
8.2. The iteration scheme and convergence. We consider the action
αA as described in Section 1.4. In what follows we set an iterative scheme
and show the convergence of the process to a smooth conjugacy between
the initial perturbation α˜A and αA up to a coordinate change. We assume
notations in Section 8.1. To set up the iterative process we first let: p(0) = p,
α˜(0) = α˜, h(0) = I and p0 = I.
For a start, choose ǫ < c¯ and set ǫn = ǫ
( 116 )
n
. Suppose ‖p‖C0 ≤ ǫ0 and
‖p‖Cℓ0 ≤ ǫ−30 , where ℓ0 > 120(̺ + 1). Set a = ̺+1ℓ0 and b =
̺
ℓ0−̺
. By
assumption a < 1120 and b < a.
The proof proceeds by induction. Suppose: E˜(n) = E + p(n), where
‖p(n)‖C0 ≤ ǫn, ‖p(n)‖Cℓ0 ≤ ǫ−3n .
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By interpolation inequalities we have
‖p(n)‖r ≤ Cℓ0‖p(n)‖
ℓ0−r
ℓ0
C0
‖p(n)‖
r
ℓ0
Cℓ0
≤ Cℓ0ǫ
1− 4r
ℓ0
n .(8.11)
Set tn = ǫ
− 6
ℓ0
n . By Proposition 8.1 and (8.11) there is a linear map Tn on
Lie(A), gn ∈ G and hn ∈ Vect∞(X ) such that for
hn = Ψ
−1
gn exp(hn) and E˜
(n+1) = Tn
Ä
(hn)∗E˜
(n)
ä
= E + p(n+1)
we have the following estimates:
(1) For Tn and gn we have
‖Tn − I‖ ≤ C‖p(n)‖C0 ≤ ǫ
1
2
n , and
‖gn − I‖ ≤ C‖p(n)‖C0 ≤ ǫ
1
2
n .
(2) For ‖hn‖C1 and ‖hn − I‖C1 we have
max{‖hn‖C1 , ‖hn − I‖C1}
≤ Cǫ−
6̺
ℓ0
n ǫ
1− 4
ℓ0
n + C max
̺≤k≤1+̺
{ǫ−
6k
ℓ0
n ǫ
1− 4(1+̺−k)
ℓ0
n }
≤ 2Cǫ1−6an < ǫ
5
6
n .(8.12)
(3) For ‖p‖(n)
C̺+1
, by (8.11) we have
‖p(n)‖̺+1 ≤ Cℓ0ǫ
1− 4(̺+1)
ℓ0
n < ǫ
1−4a
n ≤ ǫ
5
6
n .
(4) For ‖p(n+1)‖Cℓ0 , from (8.12) then we have
‖p(n+1)‖Cℓ0 ≤ Cℓ0ǫ
− 6̺
ℓ0
n ǫ
−3
n + Cℓ0 max
̺≤k≤ℓ0+̺
{ǫ−
6k
ℓ0
n ǫ
1− 4(ℓ0+̺−k)
ℓ0
n }
≤ Cℓ0ǫ−3−6an + Cℓ0ǫ−5−6an < (ǫ−3n )
11
6 = ǫ−3n+1
(3) For ‖p(n+1)‖C0 we have
‖p(1)‖C0 ≤ Cℓ0 max
0≤k≤ℓ0−̺+1
{ǫ−
6k
ℓ0
n ǫ
1− 4(ℓ0−k)
ℓ0
n }
̺
ℓ0 − ̺
·
Ä
ǫ
2− 4(1+̺)
ℓ0
n + ǫ
− 6(̺+1−ℓ0)
ℓ0
n ǫ
−3
n
ä1− ̺
ℓ0 − ̺
+ Cǫ
− 12(1+̺)
ℓ0
n ǫ
2− 8(1+̺)
ℓ0
n + Cℓ0ǫ
− 6(̺+1−ℓ0)
ℓ0
n ǫ
−3
n
≤ Cℓ0ǫ−5bn
Ä
ǫ2−4an + ǫ
3−6a
n
ä1−b
+ Cǫ2−20an + Cℓ0ǫ
3−6a
n .
Since ǫ3−6an < ǫ
2−20a
n , ǫ
3−6a
n < ǫ
2−4a
n and
ǫ(2−4a)(1−b)−5bn = ǫ
2−4a−7b+4ab
n < ǫ
2−11a
n < ǫ
11
6
n ,
we have
‖p(n+1)‖C0 < 2Cℓ0ǫ(2−4a)(1−b)−5bn + Cǫ2−20an + Cℓ0ǫ3−6an
< ǫ2−11an + 2ǫ
2−20a
n < ǫ
11
6
n = ǫn+1.
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Hence we can obtain an infinite sequence p(n) inductively. Set
Hn = hn ◦ · · · ◦ h0 and ιn = Tn ◦ · · · ◦ T0.
Then (1) and (2) show that Hn converges in C
1 topology to a C1 conjugacy
h between α˜A and αA; and ιn converges to an invertible linear map ι of
Lie(A). The convergence step shows that:
h ◦ α˜A
Ä
exp(t(ιEi)), h
−1x
ä
= αA(exp(tEi), x).
for all x ∈ X , t ∈ R, 1 ≤ i ≤ d.
Let i be the group isomorphism of A induced by ι. We also have
h ◦ α˜A(i(a), h−1x) = αA(a, x), for all a ∈ A, x ∈ X .
To see that the constructed conjugacy h is of class C∞, interpolation in-
equalities are applied exactly as in [5, end of Section 5.4] and [25]. This
completes the proof of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2.
Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 3.2
Observation A.1. Suppose H is a Lie group and S is a maximal abelian
subgroup of H. Suppose {u1, u2, · · · } is a set of basis of Lie(S). Then there
is c > 0 such that for any γ > 0, any v ∈ Lie(H) and any set of vectors
u′ = {u′1, u′2, · · · } satisfying
1. ‖u′1 − u1‖+ ‖u2 − u′2‖+ · · · ≤ c;
2. ‖[v,w]‖ ≤ γ for any w ∈ u′,
then we have ‖v‖ ≤ Cγ.
The above observation allows us to assume that G is simple over k, k = R
or C. The proof for G of type An is in [44]. Here we only give the proof for
G of type Cn. In fact, the proofs for different types of G are very similar.
After minor modifications the proof for type Cn still works for other types
of groups.
Suppose E is as described in Section 3.6. We write u′φ = uφ+pφ, uφ ∈ E;
and
pφ =
∑
ψ∈Φ
pφ,ψuψ + hφ,
where hφ is in the Cartan subalgebra.
The assumption shows that
|[uφ, pψ]− [uψ, pφ]| ≤ C(‖M(E′)‖+ ‖E′ − E‖2).(A.1)
Observation A.2. For any t ∈ k and nilpotent vector v ∈ g1 we have
‖AdtvE′ − E′ − tadvE‖ ≤ C‖E′ − E‖2, |t| ≤ ‖E − E′‖.
To prove Proposition 3.2 it is harmless to substitute E′ by E′ + tadvE, if
|t| ≤ ‖E − E′‖.
Proof for G of type Cn: For any φ ∈ Φ set hφ = [uφ, u−φ]. We begin with
the following result:
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Lemma A.3. For any φ ∈ E, if uψ /∈ Im(aduφ) and ψ /∈ E, then there is
ω ∈ E such that [uω, uψ] /∈ Im(aduφ).
Proof. 1. φ = Li − Lj for i odd and j even. Im(aduφ) is spanned by
{uLi±Lk , u−Lj±Lm, hLi−Lj}. We only consider the case of ψ ∈ {−Li +
Lk, −Li − Lm, Lj + Lp, Lj − Ll : m 6= j, p 6= i}. Otherwise, the conclusion
is obvious.
If ψ = −Li + Lk: if k is odd, set ω = Li + Lk; if k is even and k 6= j, set
ω = Li − Lk; if k = j, set ω = Li + Lq, q is odd, q 6= i.
If ψ = −Li − Lm, m 6= j: if m is odd, set ω = 2Lm; if m is even, set
ω = Li − Lm.
If ψ = Lj + Lp, p 6= i: if p is odd, set ω = Lp − Lj ; if p is even, set
ω = −Lj − Lp.
If ψ = Lj − Ll: if l is odd and l 6= i, set ω = Ll − Lj; if l = i, set
ω = Li + Lq, q is odd, q 6= i; if l is even, set ω = −Ll − Lj .
2. φ = Li + Lj, i 6= j for i, j odd. Im(aduφ) is spanned by {uLi±Lk ,
uLj±Lm , hLi+Lj}. We only consider the case of ψ ∈ {−Li + Lk, −Li −
Lm, −Lj + Lp, −Lj − Ll : k 6= j, p 6= i}.
If ψ = −Li + Lk, k 6= j: if k is odd, set ω = Li + Lk; if k is even, set
ω = Li − Lk.
If ψ = −Li − Lm: if m = i, set ω = 2Li; if m = j, set ω = Li − Lq,
q is even; if m is even, set ω = Li − Lm; if m 6= i, j and m is odd, set
ω = Li + Lm.
If ψ = −Lj + Lp (resp. −Lj − Ll), the proof follows in the same way as
the case of ψ = −Li + Lk (resp. −Li − Lm).
3. φ = 2Li for i odd (resp. φ = −2Lj for j even). Im(aduφ) is spanned
by {uLi±Lk , h2Li} (resp. {u−Lj±Lk , h−2Lj}). We only consider the case of
ψ ∈ {−Li±Lk} (resp. ψ ∈ {Lj±Lk}). Set ω = Li−L2 (resp. ω = L1−Lj).
4. φ = −Li − Lj, i 6= j for i, j even. Im(aduφ) is spanned by {u−Li±Lk ,
u−Lj±Lm , hLi+Lj}. We only consider the case of ψ ∈ {Li+Lk, Li−Lm, Lj+
Lp, Lj − Ll : m 6= j, l 6= i}.
If ψ = Li − Lm, m 6= j: if m is odd, set ω = Lm − Li; if m is even, set
ω = −Li − Lm.
If ψ = Li+Lk: if k = i, set ω = −2Li; if k = j, set ω = Lq−Li, q is odd;
if k 6= i, j and k is even, set ω = −Li − Lk; if k is odd, set ω = Lk − Li.
If ψ = Lj + Lp (resp. Lj − Ll), the proof follows in the same way as the
case of ψ = Li + Lk (resp. Li − Lm).

From (A.1) and Lemma A.3, we have the following result immediately:
Observation A.4. For any φ ∈ E,
(1) if uψ /∈ Im(aduφ) and ψ /∈ E, we can assume that pφ,ψ = 0;
(2) if uψ /∈ Im(aduφ) and ψ ∈ E, we can assume that [hφ, uψ] = 0.
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Since the image of adu2L1 is spanned by {uL1±Lk , h2L1}, by Observation
A.2 we can assume that:
p2L1,L1±Lk = 0, mod A; and [h2L1 , u2L1 ] = 0.(A.2)
From (1) of Observation A.4, we can assume that p2L1 = h2L1 mod A. From
(2) of Observation A.4 and (A.2), wee see that [h2L1 , u2Lj ] = 0 for j odd and
[h2L1 , u−2Lk ] = 0 for k even. This gives h2L1 = 0. Hence we have p2L1 = 0
mod A.
We proceed by induction. Suppose p2Li = 0 mod A for i odd, 1 ≤ i ≤
n− 2. We note that the image of adu2Li+2 is spanned by {uLi+2±Lk , h2Li+2}.
In (A.1), letting φ = 2Lj , j ≤ i, j odd and ψ = 2Li+2, we see that it is
harmless to assume that
p2Li+2,Li+2−Lj = 0, j ≤ i, j is odd.(A.3)
We note that
[u2Li+2 , u−Li+2±Lk ] ∈ uLi+2±Lk , [u2Lj , u−Li+2+Lk ] = 0,
[u2Lj , u−Li+2−Ll ] = 0, [u2Lj , u−2Li+2 ] = 0,
if j ≤ i; and for any even l or for odd l if l > i.
Hence it follows from Observation A.2 that we can assume
p2Li+2,Li+2+Lk = 0, p2Li+2,Li+2−Ll = 0,
[h2Li+2 , u2Li+2 ] = 0,
for any even l or for odd l if l > i. This together with (A.3) give p2Li+2 =
h2Li+2 mod A; and [h2Li+2 , u2Li+2 ] = 0. Further, from (2) of Observation
A.4, we see that [h2Li+2 , u2Lj ] = 0 for j odd, j 6= i+2 and [h2Li+2 , u−2Lk ] = 0
for k even. Hence we have p2Li+2 = 0 mod A. Thus we prove the case of
i+ 2. Then we have
p2Li = 0 mod A, i odd.(A.4)
In (A.1), letting φ = 2Li and ψ = −2Lj for i odd and j even, by using (A.4)
we see that it is harmless to assume that
p−2Lj ,−Lj−Lk = 0, if k odd.(A.5)
We note that the image of adu−2L2 is spanned by {u−L2±Lk , h2L2}. Since
[u−2L2 , uL2±Lk ] ∈ u−L2±Lk , [u2Lj , uL2+Lk ] = 0,
[u2Lj , uL2−Ll ] = 0, [u2Lj , u2L2 ] = 0,
for all l even, it follows from (A.5), Observation A.2 and (1) of Observation
A.4 that we can assume p2L2 = h2L2 mod A; and [h2L2 , u2L2 ] = 0. Further,
from (2) of Observation A.4, we see that [h2L2 , u2Lj ] = 0 for j odd and
[h2L2 , u−2Lk ] = 0 for k even, k 6= 2. Hence we have p2L2 = 0 mod A.
We proceed by induction. Suppose p−2Li = 0 mod A for i even, 2 ≤ i ≤
n−2. We note that the image of adu−2Li+2 is spanned by {u−Li+2±Lk , h2Li+2}.
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In (A.1), letting φ = −2Lj , j ≤ i and ψ = 2Li+2, we see that it is harmless
to assume that
p−2Li+2,−Li+2+Lj = 0, j ≤ i, j is even.
We note that for all j odd and t, r even
[u−2Li+2 , uLi+2±Lk ] ∈ u−Li+2±Lk , [u2Lj , uLi+2+Lk ] = 0,
[u−2Ll , uLi+2+Lp ] = 0, [u2Lj , uLi+2−Lr ] = 0, [u−2Lt , uLi+2−Lr ] = 0,
[u2Lj , u2Li+2 ] = 0, [u−2Ll , u2Li+2 ] = 0
if l ≤ i, l is even; and for all p odd, or for p even p > i. it follows from
Observation A.2 and (1) of Observation A.4 that we can assume p−2Li+2 =
h−2Li+2 mod A; and [h−2Li+2 , u2Li+2 ] = 0. Further, from (2) of Observation
A.4, we see that [h−2Li+2 , u2Lj ] = 0 for j odd and [h−2Li+2 , u−2Lk ] = 0 for
k even, k 6= i + 2. Hence we have p−2Li+2 = 0 mod A. Thus we prove the
case of i+ 2. Then we have
p−2Li = 0 mod A, i even.(A.6)
In (A.1), letting φ = 2Li or −2Lj for i odd and j even, by using (A.4)
and (A.6) we see that it is harmless to assume that [hψ, u2Li ] = 0 and
[hψ, u−2Lj ] = 0. Hence we conclude
hψ = 0, ψ ∈ E.(A.7)
For φ = Li − Lj , i odd and j even, we note that Im(aduφ) is spanned by
{uLi−Lk , uLi+Lp , u−Lj+Lm , u−Lj−Ll , hLi−Lj}.
If k is odd, k 6= i, in (A.1), letting φ = Li−Lj and ψ = 2Lk, by using (A.4)
we see that it is harmless to assume that pLi−Lj ,Li−Lk = 0.
If p is even, in (A.1), letting φ = Li − Lj and ψ = −2Lp, by using (A.6)
we see that it is harmless to assume that pLi−Lj ,Li+Lp = 0.
If m is even (resp. l is odd), in (A.1), letting φ = Li−Lj and ψ = −2Lm
(resp. ψ = 2Ll), by using (A.6) (resp. (A.4)) we see that it is harmless
to assume that pLi−Lj ,−Lj+Lm = 0 (resp. pLi−Lj ,−Lj−Ll = 0). The above
arguments together with (A.7) show that we can assume
pLi−Lj = 0 mod A.
For φ = Li + Lj , i, j odd or For φ = −Li − Lj, i, j even, we note that
for any uψ /∈ Im(aduφ), ψ /∈ E, either [uψ, u2Ll ] = 0 for some l odd; or
[uψ, u−2Lp ] = 0 for some p even. Then by the arguments similar to the
above analysis, we can assume that pφ,ψ = 0. Again, by (A.7) we can
assume that pφ = 0 mod A. Hence we finish the proof.
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